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A MONTHLY MAGAZINE FOR THOSE WHO

FIGHT BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS

The NEW

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER!!!
The NEWSPAPER of the hobby!



MINIATURE FIGURINES u».tbo
WESTEND

28/32 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTOIM S02 CPA (04218) 4651

LIMITED

THE BEST NAME IN WARGAME FIGURES OFFER EVEN MORE

FIGURES TO AN EXCITING PERIOD DESIGNED BY DAVE HIGGS

English Civil War Infantry 25 mm at 7p each
ECW1 Royalist Musketeer Firing - with rest
ECW2 Royalist Pikeman Advancing
ECW3 Royalist Pikeman Standing at ease
ECW4 Roundhead Pikeman Standing at ease
ECW5 Royalist Officer with Sword
ECW6 Roundhead Musketeer Firing - with rest
ECW7 Royalist Halberdier
ECW8 English Peasant with Scythe Advancing
ECW9 English Peasant with Pitchfork Advancing
ECW10 Artilleryman with Sponge in Bucket
ECW11 Roundhead Pikeman Advancing
ECW12 Drummer in Puritan Dress

ECW13 Roundhead Officer with Sword
ECW14 Scottish Musketeer Firing
ECW15 Scottish Pikeman Advancing
ECW16 Scottish Officer with Sword
ECW17 Scottish Archer Firing
ECW18 Scottish Piper
ECW19 Scot with Broadsword Attacking
ECW20 Royalist Musketeer - Musket Across Shoulder
ECW21 Royalist Musketeer with Priming Pan
ECW22 Royalist Musketeer Loading
ECW23 Dragoon Firing
ECW24 Royalist Pikeman Receiving
ECW25 Royalist Pikeman Advancing
ECW26 Fife Player Marching
ECW27 Roundhead Pikeman Attacking
ECW28 Royalist Officer with Sword - Hat in Hand
ECW29 Roundhead Officer with Sword Advancing
ECW30 Standard Bearer in Puritan Dress
ECW31 Artilleryman Firing Gun
ECW32 Artilleryman Ramming Gun
ECW33 Artilleryman Laying Gun
ECW34 Pikeman Advancing - Soft Hat and Coat
ECW35 Pikeman Marching - Soft Hat and Coat
ECW36 Pikeman Advancing - Monmouth Cap and Coat

ECW37 Royalist Officer with Pistol
ECW38 Royalist Supporter with Musket Advancing
ECW39 Parliament Supporter with Musket Advancing
ECW40 Royalist Pikeman Standing at Attention
ECW41 Roundhead Pikeman Standing at Attention
ECW42 Roundhead Pikeman Receiving
ECW43 Roundhead Musketeer with Musket across Shoulder
ECW44 Roundhead - Priming Pan
ECW45 Roundhead Musketeer Loading
ECW46 Royalist Pikeman Attacking
ECW47 Royalist Pikeman, Pike on Shoulder
ECW48 Roundhead Pikeman, Pike on Shoulder
ECW49 Drummer - Soft Hat and Sash
ECW50 Roundhead Halberdier

ECW51 Officer with Partisan
ECW52 Officer with Spontoon, Hat in Hand
ECW53 Roundhead Standard Bearer
ECW54 Royalist Standard Bearer
ECW55 Scottish Musketeer Loading
ECW56 Scottish Musketeer Loading
ECW57 Scottish Pikeman Receiving
ECW58 Scottish Pikeman, Pike on Shoulder
ECW59 Scottish Pikeman, Standing at Attention
ECW60 Scottish Drummer Advancing
ECW61 Scot Sword & Shield Advancing
ECW62 Scot Sword & Shield Advancing
ECW63 Musketeer Advancing - Monmouth Cap
ECW64 Musketeer with Monmouth Cap - Firing
ECW65 Artilleryman Holding Gunners Staff
ECW66 Artilleryman with Shot
ECW67 Artilleryman - Powder Scoop
ECW68 Artilleryman, Wheelbarrow of Shot
ECW69 Artillery Officer giving Orders
ECW70 Artilleryman carrying Water Bucket
ECW100 Barrel

English Civil War Cavalry 25 mm at 8p each
ECWC1
ECWC2

ECWC3
ECWC4

ECWC5
ECWC6

ECWC7

ECWC8

ECWC9

ECWC10

ECWC11
ECWC12
ECWC13

Royalist with sword across shoulder
Roundhead with sword across shoulder
Cuirassier, sword down
Scottish Lancer
Dragoon, Musket at rest
Trumpeter
Royalist with sword above head
Royalist with sword out to side
Drummer

Dragoon Firing Pistol
Royalist Standard Bearer
Roundhead with sword above head
Roundhead with sword out to side

ECWC14 Royalist Firing Blunderbuss
ECWC15 Roundhead Firing Blunderbuss
ECWC16 Roundhead Standard Bearer
ECWC17 Cuirassier with Pole Axe
ECWC18 Halberdier
ECWC19 Roundhead Firing Musket
ECWC20 Royalist Firing Musket
ECWC21 Scottish Lancer with Shield
ECWC22 Scot with Sword Drawn
ECWC23 Scot with Sword & Shield
ECWC24 Scot with Pole Axe
ECWC25 Arquebusier

ECWH1 Horse with Pistols, reining in
ECWH2 Horse with Pistols, galloping

Horses at lOp each
ECWH3 Horse with Pistols, trotting
ECWH4 Horse with Pistols, standing

ECWCX1 King Charles I
ECWCX2 Oliver Cromwell
ECWCX3 Prince Rupert
ECWCX4 Thomas Fairfax

English Civil War Cavalry Personalities 20p with horse
ECWCX5 Marquess of Montrose
ECWCX6 Alexander Leslie
ECWCX7 Henry Ireton
ECWCX8 Lord Byron



rm INTERNATIONAL
MODEL MAIL ORDER HOUSE

Suppliers to the British and Overseas Governments

GUARDHOUSE FIGURES 54 mm

THE ARMIES OP NAPOLEON

NAP 1 The Emoeror Napoleon
NAP 2 Old Guard Officer
NAP 3 Old Guard Grenadier
NAP 4 Guardsman—Horse Chasseurs
NAPS Hussar Trooper (Elite Co.)
NAP 6 Light Infantry Officer

THE ARMIES OF WELLINGTON

WEL 1 The Duke of Wellington
WEL 2 Line Infantry Officer
WEL 3 Line Infantry Private
WEL 4 Highland Officer
WEL 5 Highland Private
WEL 6 Light Infantry Officer
WEL 7 Light Infantry Private
WEL 8 Ritle Brigade Officer
WEL 9 Rifle Brigade Private
WEL 10 Scots Greys Private

IN KIT FORM WITH FULL
ASSEMBLY AND PAINTING GUIDE,
EASY TO FOLLOW
KNIGHTS OF THE MIDDLE AGES

KN 1 The Black Prince
KN 2 The Dauphin of France
KN 3 Nobleman in armour 1400
KN 4 Knight in armour 1400
KN 5 Knight in armour 1415
KN 6 Knight in Transitional armour 133C
KN 7 Knight in Crecy armour 1345
KN 8 Knight in Italian armour 1465
KN 9 Knight in Gothic armour 1480
KN 10 Crusader in surcoat 1200
KN 11 Knight in Helm 1250
KN 12 Knight in Crested Helm 1285
KN 13 French Crossbowman 1340-1440
KN 14 French Foot Soldier 1340-1440
KN 15 English Foot Soldier 1340-1440

ALL 45p PER KIT

V.A.T.
Please add 10% to
all orders Inc. cost
of p. 8( p., except

books.
Post & Packing UK
Please add 10% to
al l orders up to £5
(min. lOp). Over £5
post free. C.O.D.I  charge 45p. I
Overseas Post and

Packing extra.

EIDAI

German Missile V-2
Rocket set £

BANDAI - 1/48th Scale

105mm Wespe £

Half track £

Kubelwagen 82

Panzerkampfwagen IVD £

Tiger I £

Opel Maultier £

BMW Side car R/75

Panther G £

Semi-track £

88mm A.A. Gun £

Schwimmwagen

8-wheeled armoured

Sturmgeschutz

King Tiger

77mm A/T gun

A/T Gun IV Nashorn

Jagd. Tiger

Jagd. Panther

PzKw 11 G-F

US M3A1 Half track

US Sherman M4A3
76mm

US Sherman M4A3
75mm

Sturmgeschutz III

Modelwagen

HISTOREX

KEY UNIFORM
GUIDES

NOW IN STOCK - 95p each
1 US Infantry Europe

1942-5
2 British Paras 1940-45
3 British 8th Army North

Africa 1940-43
4 Luftwaffe Air Crews 1940

PHOENIX I modsli
Catalogue and Handbook „ .
of Model Soldiers. Referenc
This is much more than ^*wL^ '
just another catalogue, the 350-15
Handbook will be of in- Armi« ;
terest to all collectors 150BC
whether of Phoenix figures «
or other makers 40p

BOOKS
Camouflage and Markings
Vol. 1 RAF Fighter Command 1936-45

£3.50
MAP

'Lancaster' The story of a Famous
Fighter £5.00

Arms and Armour
Colour Guide to German Army
Uniforms £2.40

German Tanks of W.W.II £5.25
Small Arms of the World, 10th

Edition £7.20
Aero Publication No. 23
Douglas TBD-1 Devastator £1.98
B.S.C.

An Englishman in the American Civil
War £3.40

Almark/Signal No. 9
British Armour in Action £1.50
Signal Aircraft No. 14
Gunslingers in Action £1.50
Soldiers of the Napoleonic Wars
Part 6. The Uniforms 55d

WAR GAME RULES
Ancient 1000 BC to AD 1000. Now

in third edition 70p
1750-1850 for use with 20, 25 and
30mm figures, easily adapted for
I2V2 and 15mm figures 50p

1925-1975 Infantry action. Based on
the Infantry Platoon In action,
alternative scale for 54mm
figures each 50p

1925-1950 Armour/Infantry. Has pro
visions for all aspects of tactical
land action. For '20' figures and
models 85p

Reference Books

Armies of the Macedonian & Punic
Wars. Covers period
350-150 BC £1.30

Arrnies & Enemies of Imperial Rome
150BC-AD600

A Tokyo Marui kit. German Staff Car -
Mercedes Benz £2.72

MAX. 1/35 scale A.F.V.'s
U.S. M-26 & M15-A1 with RE-14 motor £4.50
U.S. M-26 & M1-A2with RE-14 motor £4.50
U.S. Carriage Howitzer 155mm, M1-A2 £1.65

TOKYO MARUI AIRCRAFT 1/36 scale
Cessna Skyhawk 172, with FA-130 motor
Aero Sabaru FA-200, with mini baby motor
Piper Cherokee 140, with mini baby motor

£2.18 each.

PRICES STATED CENTRAL
in this advertisement are as AIRPRAFT
accurate as possible as we MinuriMri
write same, but prices are 1/72 — 60p GSCh
rising so fast, we can only
supply from present stock. Douglas Skyhawk A40
New stock must, regretfully, MIG 19 Farmer B
be at prices current on de- Hawker Hunter F6
livery to us. Dassault Mirage 3C

HUMBROL BADGER AIR BRUSHES

Illustrated
l6 model
200

Humbrol Badger 200 Airbrush
set. Contents; 200 airbrush, air
line, power pack connector, 4
jars, power pack, instruction
leaflet and guarantee £19.54

Humbrol Badger 250 Spray Gun.
Contents: 250 spray gun, air
line, power pack connector, z
jars, instruction leaflet £5.03

Humbrol Badger 250 Spray Gun
Set. Contents: 250 spray gun
airline power pack connector, 5
jars, power pack, instrui.i iOi
leaflet £6.36

ACCESSORIES

MD 1033 Portable Air
Compressor with adaptor

£37.57

50-029 Tyre adaptor
50-0052 Spare Jar with

lid 19p

50-0241 Jar gaskets (3) 24,.^
50-200 Air regulator £2.96
50-004 On/off valve £1.12
50-001 6ft. air hose £1.69

10ft. air hose £2.16

100 XF Super fine line Air
brush with cup £25.00

100 IL Super fine line Air
brush with jar £25.00

20oz. propeilant £1.10
12oz. propeliant 70p

PLASTIC

KITS

Mounted Figures £1.51
Foot Figures 73|
Cannon or Howitzer £2.11
Limber 91f
Cannon. Limber, team
complete £7.4!

Caisson £2.7^
Caisson, team complete

£7.21

3 foot figures in same packet
same type rank position £1.50

Boxed set The Emperor's Concert £7.45
Boxed set Friedland (Cannon, limber, two

horse team & driver, 7 foot, 1 mtd.) £8.41
Pyrogravure plus 1 head 8.11 £4.16
Heads for pyrogravure 80p
Paints (set 8 colours) £1.37

NEW MAMELUKES

MOUNTED £1.50 each

731. Officer, Guidon Bearer,
Toug (Emblem) Bearer,
Trumpeter, Mameluke

732. Kettle Drummer

733. Guide, Tambourine
player. Cymbalist, Jingling
Johnnie

734a. Roustam at ease or
attention

734b. Roustam 73p
New Series Historical Fig

ures, the pair £1.50
4 Horse Artillery team plus
2 drivers, complete £4.91

1  rank: 7 musicians, give
rank and position £3.00

Box set of Tuileries Revue
(2 mounted, 7 foot) £7.45

Boxed set gun team £7.45

HISTOREX ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE £1 post paid

LIQU-A-PLATE

For use

guns,

giving a
S I L V E
FINISH,
it can b

left dull
metallic
spraying
ing the
sealed
sealer.

i  with spray
Badger, etc.,
GREAT NEW

R  METALLIC
very realistic,
le polished or

for different

effects, after
and/or polish-
model can be
with special

LIQU-A-PLATE
70p per jar

SEALER 70p per jar

Trade inquiries invited

for Liqu-a-Plate and for

GREEN STUFF

The perfept hobby filler
for models 44p

AIRCRAFT

Revelf 1/32nd

Mirage £2.50
Skyraider £2.05
Havoc 1/72 55p
Aircobra 1/144

13p
Warhawk 1/144

13p
Wildcat 1/144

13p
Dauntless 1/144

13p

Hasegawa 1/32nd
Oscar Ki 43 £2.50

Matchbox 1/72
24p each
Corsair - Me 109.

Rareplanes
90p each
Curtiss A8 Strike
Republic F-84G

' Thunderjet.

AFV's

Fujimi
Valentine 1/76 55p

Fujimi Dioramas
6 Gasmasks 1/76 45p
7 British Infantry 1/76

45p

Hasegawa minlbox

1/72nd

Kubelwagen +
BMW's car 36p
Schwimmwagen +
Kettenkrad 36p

HINCHLIFFE
20mm RU1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6  Russian Infantry

each 6ip
20/30 76.2mm Type 39
Russian Howitzer 78p
25mm Prince Rupert

27p
General Fairfax 27p
ACW30, AG9 ea. 7p

BMW MODELS, 327-329 Haydons Rd., Wimbledon, London, S.W.19. Telox 928 374. 01-540 7333/4



Two Hew Titles from
Stephen Hope Books

.  Each book illustrated
M throughout in colour
w with the enthusiast
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Making Model Soldiers
by Jack Cassin-Scott £3.50 net

The Author, a professional model maker, leads the
reader through every stage of making model soldiers in
easy-to-follow steps. Extensive line i llustrations explain
any difficulties that may be met. Containing over 100
colour illustrations this book is a must for all readers
interested in Model Soldiers.

Ceremonial Uniforms of the World
by John Fabb & Jack Cassin-Scott £3.50 net

The eighty full colour plates show the magnificent
uniforms worn by both horse and foot regiments on
ceremonial occasions. The accompanying text gives some
of the historical background and descriptions to these
uniforms. This is a reference work for all military
enthusiasts.

Military Bands of the World
by John Fabb & Jack Cassin-Scott £3.50 net

Historical Military Models
by Jack Cassin-Scott £3.50 net

These two books, both i l lustrated in colour, will be
published later this year. Please tick the box on the
order forrrrif you would like us to notify you when they
become available.

Order Form To Your Bookseller
or in case of difficulty from

Stephen Hope Books Ltd., 47 Whitehall,London swia2bx.
Please send me (tick appropriate box(es)

□ Making Model Soldiers @ £3.50 (plus P&P 25p)
□ Ceremonial Uniforms @ £3.50 (plus P&P 25p)
□ Please notify me when Military Bands of the

World/Historical Military Models are published.
I enclose my cheque/P.O. for £

Name

Address —



Lou Bocchi's

fiLlEH SPACE W
Who are the Rux ? Can you dodge their flight of javelin
torpedoes ?

^ Zarks as invincible as they seem?
y°'-' out-manoeuvre the mighty Kuzi Battle Cruiser?

/  Find out in this new, highly challenging, adult, science-
J  / fiction game, which gives each player command of a
^  warp-speed starship. Each ship is equipped with main
J and aux!Iary engines, blazers, shields, l ife-support

system and it's own unique weapon, such as the

Repazoid's tentacle beam for grappling enemy ships.

The ALIEN SPACE Battle Manual includes eight spaceship pieces with their hit record

sheets and performance profiles. Each ship is represented by a detailed top-side drawing
some three inches long, set within a 360 degree compass, printed black on red card. The
confl ict is fought on any convenient flat surface, preferably eight feet square. Put your
helm over to course 060, snap shields on ful l , close for battle at warp three with the Rux
al ien to starboard. Order your copy of ALIEN SPACE now for hours of high adventure
that wil l be out of this world.

7™fC0L0NIAL
€ SKIRMISH WARGAME
RULES 1850 1900

'k

The great days of Colonial expansioni In Africa, hear the nerve-tingling ye^l ls of swlff^
riding Tuaregs as they circle the last three Legionnaires at the waterhole. On the North

West Frontier of India, you calm your men, waiting with bayonets fixed ("Steady lads"),^
ready for the charge of wild Pathan hi 1 1 men. Used with 30mm or 25mm figures, these^J
rules bring you hot, personalised, squad-level action. Each man is a character in his

own right. Percentages are used for al l the calculations and the necessary 20-sided

Percentage Dice are available from us. Come back now to the glory that was Empire I

Al l the above are available now from: Steve Curtis

SKIRMISH WARGAMES ~
"THE LAZY B". 13 ST. DECUMAN'S ROAD, WATCHET, SOMERSET. TA23 OMR-

The ALIEN SPACE Battle Manual containing 8 ships/record sheets, price £1-60
The COLONIAL SKIRMISH WARGAME RULES, 1850-1900 .. .. price £1-00

20-sided PERCENTAGE DICE (for use with Colonial Rules) per pair, price -30pJ

(Please note: American customers contact . LCU ZOCCHI at

1513 Newton Drive, Biloxi, Mississippi, 39532, USA, for al l the above game

mM

1^1



BRIDLE MODELS Tel: 01-777 4908

2 Bridle Parade, Bridle Road, Shirley, Croydon CRO BHA

HISTOREX. Mounted figures £1.65. Foot figures 80p. We stock all
the kits and hold one of the largest stocks of spares in London
and Surrey. Catalogue 90p (post free). Spares List (free, send
S.A.E.).. ARMOUR ACCESSORIES. W.W.II Germans at 65p per kit.
No. 1. Running, Jackboots and Helmet. No. 2. Standing, Gaiters
and Helmet. No. 3. Kneeling, Jackboots and Helmet.

SERIES 77. Stage 14, PRUSSIAN HEAVY CAVALRY 1900.
14/1 Trumpeter Saxon Carabinler Regt. (Parade Dress)
14/2 Standard Bearer Garde Du Corps (Parade Dress)
14/3 Adjutant Line Cuirassier Regt. (Overcoat)
14/4 Officer Garde Du Corps (Gala Dress)
14/5 Trooper Garde Cuirassier Regt. (Parade Dress)
14/6 Sergeant Major Line Cuirassier Regt. (Peaked Cap)
14/7 Officer Line Cuirassier Regt. (Undress Uniform)
Please note that ail Series 77 had a price increase on 1st June.
Foot £2.50. Samurai £2.85. Mounted £7.50. Came! and Rider £10.
54mm kits. Foot £1.70. New Lists now available of all Series 77
products, send S.A.E.

TROPHY. All 54mm in kits. Foot: Welsh Bowman at Crecy £1,
French Musketeer 1665 90p, Landsknecht £1, Samurai £2.20.
Mounted: 13c Knight £2.25, Byzantine Cavalryman £2.25, Marshal
Ney £2.25, Murat and ADC £4, Samurai £3.65, Sythian Cavalryman
£2.d0. new. Polish Winged Hussar £3.50. Earl of Essex £3 50.
STADDEN. Complete catalogue of all Stadden 54mm foot and
mounted kits, also 90mm figures, 25p (post 4p), 30mm list 15p
(post 4o)., Prices 54mm foot £1.25, mounted kits £2.00, 90mm
figures £2.95, 30mm figures 15p foot, 60p mounted.
PHOENIX. New 54mm 'Regency' Period figures (1800-1820), all
£1.32 each. R1 Lady Reclining. R2 Lady Standing (with glass). R3
Lady Standing (with stole and handbag). R4 Lady Seated (playing
cards). R5 Lady Seated (with glass). R6 Gentleman Standing
Speaking (in trousers and tailcoat). R7 Gentleman Standing with
Glass (in breeches and tailcoat). RB Gentleman Standing Reading
Book (in breeches and tailcoat). R9 Gentleman Standing Speaking
(outdoor, dress). RIO Gentleman Seated (playing cards). R11
Gentleman Reclining (with glass). REGENCY FURNITURE to go
with the above figures: F14 Sofa £1.54. F15 Chair 66p. F16 Round
Table 66p, NAPOLEON ADVANCING. Napoleon and Lady on the
Regency Sofa £4.40. We also stock all Phoenix 54mm. 30mm and
25mm. New Catalogue 40p (post 5o).
MEN O* WAR. All in stock at £2.50 each,
LASSET. New British Peninsular. Light Company. L650 Officer in
shako, L652 Sergeant. Battalion Company. L655 Officer in cocked
hat. L657 Sergeant. L659 Private Grenadier Company. L662 Sergeant.

L663 Drummer. L664 Private. Fusiliers. L667 Sergeant, L668
Drummer. L669 Private. British Waterloo. Grenadiers. L702 Sergeant.
L704 Private. ALL at £1.20 each.
SANDERSON. We stock most of these but have had some difficulty
obtaining supplies, the situation is improving.
CAMEO. CA1 Churchill. CA2 Goering. CA3 MacArthur. CA4 Eisen
hower. CA5 Mussolini. CA6 Von Richthofen. CA7 Lee. CAS Patten.
CA9 Luftwaffe Pilot. CAMEO AND SANDERSON 54mm 95p each.
The NEW GREENWOOD & BALL CATALOGUE at 40p (post 5p) lists
all the LASSET. SANDERSON, CAMEO and GARRISON figures.
HINCHL1FFE. WE STOCK ALL THEY MAKE and all the new figures
as they are released, see HINCHLIFFE advertisement in this issue,
or send for the new catalogue 50p (post 5p) or the current White
List 6p (post 4p).
MINOT. 30mm S.A.E. for free list.
AMERICAN FIGURES. Now in stock by Imrie/Rlsley, Cavalier, Bugle
and Guidon, Old Guard, Vallance and Valiant. We are sorry for any
delay for clients who have, ordered American figures from us, the
reason for this is we have lost many figures in transit from the
States, we are not sure whether they have been lost or stolen, we
only know we haven't received them over here.
OTHER FIGURES AND KITS by: Rose (Catalogue 75p. post 5p).
R F G O.M. (free l ist, post 4p). Airfix, Revell and Tamiya.
PAINTS. Humbrol (all the new colours). Campaign and Rose,
Campaign Horse colours 48p per set of 6.
BOOKS.' NEW from Sphere: 1815 'The Armies at Waterloo' by Ugo
Pericoli, good value at £2.95, post 15p. A wide range of books in
stock by'Osprey, Almark, Blandford, Arms & Armour. Funcken In
cluding the English version of 'Uniforms of the Napoleonic Wars
Vols. "1 & 2 £2^75 each (post 25p for one or two books).

MAIL ORDERS. P.&.P. U.K. only,
over £4, add 15p for orders under
£4. Overseas Mail (surface) add

20% to order total.

SHOP HOURS: 9.15 to 6.00.
Sundays 10.00 to 1.00.

Closed Mondays.

NO PARKING RESTRICTIONS.
Come and look us over - we
specialise in figures and things to

aid the modeller,

ISo!
** TO WIST

5 «ur Wickham Rd '""'i

METAL

mm FIGURES BYPETER LAING
Ideal for Wargames + Dioramas (Scale 1:120)

MARLBURIAN '100" SERIES

F101 Grenadier marching (mitre) 4p A105 Gunner with sponge vertical 4p
F102 Private marching (tricorn) 4p A106 Drover with whip, walking 4p
F103 Hautboy marching (tricorn) 4p A107 6-pdr. cannon (4-part kit) 14p
F104 Drummer marching (tricorn) 4p A108 Limber (3-part kit) 12p
F105 Officer with standard, marching 4p A109 Pioneer with pick 4p
F106 Officer with halfpike, marching 4p A110 Pioneer with shovel 4p
F107 Seraeant standing, with A111 Tumbrel cart (3-part kit) 12p

halbert (mitre) 4p All2 Muleteer 4p
F108 Grenadier firing (mitre) 4p A113 Powder cart (3-part kit) 12p
F109 Private firing (tricorn) 4p A114 Gunner, with barrel 4p
F110 Grenadier standing, shoulder All5 Pontoon 16p

(mitre) 4p aiiR HnwItTfir (3 nart kit) 12p
Fill Private standing, shoulder Alt7 Pontoon wagon (5-part kit) 16p

(tricorn) 4p All8 24-pdr, Siege cannon (4-ot kit) 12p
F112 Drummer standing (tricorn) 4p A119 Gunner with bucket 4p
F113 Officer with standard, standing 4p A120 Gunner with cannon ball 4p
F114 Officer with halfpike. Standing 4p M101 Draaoon, musket slung.
F115 Sergeant marching, halbert horse walking 8p

(tricorn) 4p M102 Dragoon, musket at port,
F116 Sergeant standing, haibert horse walking 6p

(tricorn) 4p M103 Mounted Officer, horse
F117 Grenadier drummer, marching 4p standing 8p
F118 Grenadier drummer, standing 4p M104 Draught horse, walking 6p
F119 Grenadier, lighting grenade 4p M105 Cavalry, drawn sword, charging 8p
F120 Grenadier, throwing grenade 4p M106 Mounted drummer, horse
F121 Grenadier, advancing 4p walking 8p
F122 Private (tricorn) advancing 4p M107 Mounted trumpeter, horse
F123 Grenadier kneeling 4p walking 8p
F124 Private (tricorn) kneeling 4p M108 Draught horse, standing 6p
A101 Gunner with wheelbarrow 4p M109 Bavarian Cuirassier, horse
A102 Gunner with sponge horizontal 4p walking 8p
A103 Gunner with handspike 4p M110 Pack mule 8p
A104 Gunner with port fire 4p Mill Horse Grenadier 8p
P&P extra. Orders up to £1, 12p: £2, 14p; £3. 16p; £4, 18p. Over £4 Post Free.

ALSO FEUDALS — COLONIALS — ANCIENTS — ECW ~
CRIMEAN — AW.I — WORLD WAR I — Sending long S.A.E. for list

PETER LAING
11 Bounds Oak Way, Tunbrldge Wells, Kent TN4 OUB

(Tel. 0892-29911)

Campmgn Colours!
Campaign Colours are a range of OIL-BOUND POSTER
PAINTS especially developed for all types of Modelling work.
The colours have been selected to cover all types of
modelling. For the best finish, it is advisable to paint
the model flat white before applying colour. The paints
have been specially compound^ to dry slowly enough
to permit blending and shading on the model, and can be
^plied in a thin enough coat to avoid masking even the
finest detail. The paint is non-toxic, light fast, and dries
to a matt finish. Some of the colours such as Sky Blue and
Orange tend to settle out after storing, they can easily be
remixed by shaking or stirring. Should you tyish to thin
the paint, this can be done by using Campaign Colours
thinners, or white spirit this will also revive them should

they dry out in the bottle.
Gold and Silver come in powder form and are best used
by first dipping the brush in Varnish Media and then into

the powder.
COLOURS AVAILABLE!

White. British Scarlet. Orange, Yellow. Yellow Ochre, Chasseur
Green, French Blue, Brown, Black, Royal Bine, Prussian Dragoon
Blue, Rifle Green, French Artillery Green, Military Grey, Crimson,
Flesh, Gold, Silver, Varnish Media, French Red, Chestnut Brown,
Bachskin Buff, Khaki, Polish Crimson, Tank Steel Grey, Grass Green,
Sand, German Field Grey, British Dark Green, U,S. Olive Drab,
German Red Brown. Pins 5 Horse Colours,
Brosh prices are (XM), 39p; 00, 32p; 0, 34p; 1, 36p; 2, 40p; and 3, 50p.
New prices Standard jars 12p, Gold Powder 21p, Varnish Media 9p,
Horse colours in kit form only 49p. (All prices include V.A.T.\
Postage and packing. Orders over £1.25 POST FREE IN THE U.K.
Under £1.25 please add 15p
Postage outside U.K.
Europe for a box of ten Surface Mail £1.30. Air Mail £1.40.
U.S.A. for a box of tan Snrfaca Mail £1.30. Air Mall £1.60.

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOMED

Campmsn Colours!
8 PRINCES AVENUE, HULL. Tel: (0482) 492896



BOARDGAMERS-LATEST IN BRITAIN CONFLICT GAMES
I

(Not to be confused with 'Conflict' Magazine). We now have limited

supplies of: OVERLORD — 'D' DAY LANDINGS All boxed in

£6 each KAISERINE PASS - AFRICAN CAMPAIGN£6 each

Post free
VERDUN - WWI

Heroics 1/300

Napoleonic and A.C.W.
50 French Grenadiers
21 French Lancers
French Foot artillery
6 guns and crews
50 French Tirrailleurs
50 British Line infantry
21 British Dragoons
British foot artillery
6 guns and crews

MBN4 50 British riflemen
MACW1 50 Federal infantry
MACW2 50 Confederate infantry
MACW3 50 Skirmishers
MACW4 21 Cavalry
MACW5 6 puns and /

crews ff

WARGAMES RULES

LAND BATTLES

1000BC to AD1000 (W.R.G.) 90p
Wars of the Roses-Medieval (Decalset) 60p $1.95
Early Medieval (Birmingham) 50p
1500-1660 2nd edition (Birmingham) 60p

Napoleonic (L.W.S.) 50p $1.75
1750-1850 Warfare (W.R.G.) 50p
American Civil War (Confederate High Command) 65p $1.75
Infantry Action 1925-1975 (W.R.G.) 50p

Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950 90p
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W.W.II (Skytrex) 50p $1.75
Leicester Micro-Warfare W.W.II 55p $1.75

1950-1975 Armour/Infantry (W.R.G.) £1,(^
19th Century Warfare (S.L. Warlords) BOp $1.95
Colonial Skirmish Rules £1.20

LATEST RELEASES FROM HEROICS

MFN5 50 Guard Grenadiers

MBN5 50 Highlanders

+ THE MODERN RANGE AFVs, AIRCRAFT, MISSILES,

HELICOPTERS. S.A.E. FOR LIST

NEW MICROARMOUR W.W.II
Sd Kfz 250/2 80mm Self-propelled Mortar

Sd Kfz 250/8 75mm L24 S.P.G.

Sd Kfz 250/9 Armoured Car

Mercedes Staff Car

Humber Staff Car

Maus Heavy Tank

WARGAMES ACCESSORIES
Hex Boards

Greek Naval Boards

16mm Average Dice

. Decimal or Percentage Dice

Variable Dice (set of five types)
Greek Naval Record Cards

Greek Naval Move Cards

DECALSET CAST METAL SHIPS
Pentaconters (2)
Biremes

Phoenician Biremes

Triremes

Athenian Triremes

Greek Merchant Vessel

Roman Triremes

Egyptian Triremes

Quadriremes

Quinqueremes

20p each
25p each

15p per pair

25p per pair

30p per set

lOp each

8p each

AUCTION

We are now accepting items
for sale by auction in

September at Nottingham.
The items can be stamps,
model soldiers, wargames

equipment and all forms of
militaria.

For further details ring:

NOTTINGHAM 43457

TRIREME

Boxed Wargames by Decalset
recreating the tactics and conditions

employed by the Greeks and

Persians at the time of the battle of

Salamis. For 2 to 4 players.

£3-40 $8-95

Post free in U.K.

NAVAL BATTLES
Greek Naval (W.R.G.) 70p

Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.) BOp $1.95
Napoleonic Naval (Navwar) BOp $1.95
American Civil War Ironclads (Navwar) 40p $1.50

World War I Naval (Skytrex) 50p $1.75
World War II Naval (Leicester) 55p $1.75
Galactic Warfare Rules 50p $1.75
Armies of the Macedonian and Punic Wars

by Phil Barker (W.R.G.) £1.25

Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome
by Phil Barker £1.75

Ensign I Warship Profiles King George V Class £1.20
Ensign II Warship Profiles Dido Class £1.20

The War Fleets of Antiquity
by Richard Nelson (W.R.G.) £1.75

Wargames Campaigns by Tony Bath (W.R.G.) £1.75
English Civil War - U.S. publication £1.20

Are you a loser? Ever wondered why some people
always seem to win? Then it's time you read our
latest publication by Mike Philpott and Bob Thompson

HOW TO WIN WARGAMES 60p

U.S. Miniature Figurines U.S.A., Inc.

AGENT 4311 Lemmon Avenue, Dallas, Texas

75219

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOME

Postage and Package 10% up to £3, free over £3

Overseas Rates 30% Surface Mail, 60% Airmail

SeUTMX
Dept. MM7. 28 CHURCH STREET

WYMESWOLD, LEICESTERSHIRE



Phoenix Model Developments Ltd.
PrQducers of Miniature Historic Figures & Scale Models etc.W

15mm Figures
Foot fifurM 4 per pack — 2 Cavalrymen & 2 Horses per pack

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD (BRITISH)
BN5 Line Infantry At the ready
BN6 Line Infantry Advancing M /
BN7 Line Infantry Standing firing jty JT
BN8 Line Infantry Kneeling ready
BN9 Line Infantry Officer
BN14 Li^t Infantry At the ready 1^^
BN15 Light Infantry Advancing fj H
BN16 Li^t Infantry Standing firing W
6N17 Light Infantry Kneeling ready BN6
BN18 Light Infantry Officer
BN19 Rifle Regiment At the ready
BN20 Rifle Regiment Advancing
BN21 Rifle Re^ment Standing firing
BN22 Rifle Regiment Kneeling ready
BN23 Rifle Regiment Officer jg
BN24 Kings German Legion Hussar mounted
BN25 Li^^t Dragoon Trooper mounted /i3|[
BN26 Scots Greys Trooper mounted
BN27 Scots Greys Officer mounted u Jj
BN28 Household Cavalry Trooper mounted ll.M\
BN29 Heavy Dragoon Trooper mounted
BN30 Horse Artillery crew (4 Figures) BN23

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD (FRENCH)
NFI Old Guard Grenadier At the ready ^
NF2 Old Guard Grenadier Advancing fid
NF3 Old Guard Grenadier Standing firing
NF7 Middle/Young Guard At the ready
NF8 Middle/Young Guard Advancing
NF9 Middle/Young Guard Standing firing n G
NFIO Imperial Guard Officer ■"
NFI 1 Line Infantry Fusilier At the ready NFI
NFI2 Line Infantry Fusilier Advancing
NFI3 Line Infantry Fusilier Standing firing
NF14 Line Infantry Voltigeur/Grenadier At the ready
NFIS Line Infantry Voltigeur/Grenadier Advancing
NF16 Line Infantry Voltigeur/Grensulier Standing firing
NFI7 Line Infantry Officer
NF21 Li^t Infantry Voltigeur/Carabinier At the ready
NF22 Light Infantry Voltigeur/Carabinier Advancing
NF23 Light Infantry Voltigeur/Carabinier Standing firing
NF24 Light Infantry Officer
NF2S Foot Dragoon At the ready
NF24 Foot Dragoon Advancing «
NF37 Foot Dragoon Standing firing Jw
NFM Foot Dragoon Office " • -
MF39 Laswar of the Imperial Guard -.

(Lance not suppled)
NF30 Dragoon Trooper mounted
NFS I Dragoon Officer mounted aJ ^ ^
NFS3 Dragoon Trumpeter mounted
NF3S Cukasiier mounted
NFS4 Horse Artillery Crew (4 Figures)

ZSmm firtillcry Piccts
Packed to be assembled as required.
A4 9pdr British Field gun (Napoleonic period)
AS 8 pdr French Field gun (Napoleonic period)

15mm Figures
Foot figures 4 per pack — 2 Cavalrymen & 2 Horses per pack
BRITISH COLONIAL CAMPAIGNS
(Sudan Expedition 1898)
BCl British Line Infantry At the ready ^
BC2 British Line Infantry Advancing ^"51^
BC3 British Line Infantry Standing firing^*<y|\
BC4 British Line Infantry Kn^ling ready fpCrv
BC5 British Line Infantry Officer j| j?
BC6 Highland InfMtry At the ready bc12
BC7 Highland Infantry Advancing
BC8 Highland Infantry Standing firing
BC9 Highland Infantry Kneeling ready
BCIO Highland Infantry Officer ^
BCIl British Lancer (Lance not supplied)
BC12 'Fuzzy Wuzzys' Running
BC13 'Fuzzy Wuzzys'Advancing
BC14 Dervish Standing firing ff ff
BCI5 Dervish Advancing S
BC16 Dervish Cavalryman BCl

20iniii Figures
Foot figures 4 per pack — 2 Cavalrymen & 2 Horses per pack
ENGLISH CIVIL WAR PERIOD
EP3 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
EP4 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
EPS Musketeer (Hat)
EPS Musketeer (Helmet)
EP9 Cromwellian Officer mounted ^
EPIO Royalist Officer mounted
EPllA CromwelUan Trooper mounted
EPllB Royalist Trooper mounted
EP12 Drummer
EP13 Artillery crew
EP14 Dragoon dismounted fpiu
EP15 Dragoon.mounted

'MARLBOROUGH'PERIOD
MP2 Grenadier Standing
MP4 Grenadier Advancing a
MP7 Grenadier Charging V M
MPIO Musketeer Loading
MPll Musketeer Standing
MPI2 Musketeer Standing firing U TnC
MP13 Musketeer Kneeling firing
MP14 Musketeer At the ready IAP2
MP16 Musketeer Advancing
MP19 'Command Group' consisting of

two officers, one Drummer
and one Standard bearer. ^
(Flag not supplied)

MP20 Artillery crew
MP21 Dragoon mounted
MP22 Cavalryman mounted D ^
MP23 General/Officer mounted MP21
MP24 Grenadier mounted

20mni flrtilkry Pieces
Packed to be assembled as required.
Al 6 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough' period)
A2 9 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough' period)
A3 Saker (English Civil War)

Infantry packs 30p. Cavalry Packs 35p., Cannons 20 mm - 44p. 25 mm - 46p.
U.K. Post 8i Packing Rates; up to £1.25 - 16p. £1.26 to £8.00 - 35p. over £8.00 - post free

The Square. Earls Btirton, Northampton. NN,6 ONA. England. Telephone Northampton 810 612
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EDITORIAL

The new enlarged VARGANER'S NEWSLETTER has now
been published by Belmont-Maitland Publications for
seven months and, looking back over that period, the
unpalatable fact, must be faced that its re-birth has
occurred in an economic climate that has made life

more than a little difficult, ^o much so that had
not the magazine been taken over when it was, 1 doubt
whether it would have been financially possible for
me to have carried .on. During this period the price
of the paper upon which it is printed has more than
doubled, this together with increased costs, have
put the printing charges up beyond any original

the plus
for our new have

costs have also been

by IHIIIHIj^l^H^^^^H^^^^^HIi^HHIi^^HHHI

I never cease to respect the financial forbearance of Roy Belmont-Maitland, head man of TRADITION, who
foots all the bills and who insisted at the time of change-over that, in spite of all these increased costs,
all subscriptions would be honoured at the completely uneconomical price charged for the small Newsletter of
pre-March 1974. But the goose cannot lay the golden eggs forever and the economic facts of life make it
essential for us to sell more copies of this magazine if we are to survive - I bet at this stage that you all
thought I was going to say that we are increasing the price of the magazine but this we are not doing! But
it would be appreciated - in fact it is essential - that all readers rally round and try to aid us in selling
more copies of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER. There are three ways one can increase the circulation of a magazine -
by an advertising campaign, by putting into public view in the bookstalls and newsagents or by enthusiastic
word-of-mouth praise amongst readers and hobbyists. The only relevant magazines in which to advertise are
Airfix Magazine and Military Modelling and, quite justifiably, their rates are high because their circulation
is large. It has not been possible to persuade distributors such as W.H.Smiths to display the magazine be
cause it is not sufficiently "plushy" and lacks the professional polish of far more expensively produced
journals. Oddly enough, I believe that this "amateur" aspect is the strength of the magazine because where
else will one find the sort of friendly, lets-talk-about-it atmosphere that I try to encourage in these pages
...o. where else would you find an article such as "Muffling Through" and similar "home-spun" contributions
sent in by wargamers themselves who receive no payment whatsoever for their efforts?

It is the third method that must be utilised to increase the circulation of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER. In

credibly, few weeks pass without a letter coming in to me which relates how the writer has never heard
of-WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER (and in some cases has never read any literature about wargaming) until, quite by
accident, he has got hold of a copy ano become an enthusiast. It is those unfortunate ignorami who
must be sought out and persuaded that their wargaming pleasure will be greatly increased by regularly reading
"The Newspaper of the Hobby". If you are the Secretary of a bona fide Wargames Club then please write in to
Roy Belmont-Maitland at Tradition, 188 Piccadilly, London W.I., giving the name of your Club and your address
and he will send you a package of back numbers of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER for free distribution among your
Members. If you know of any friend or colleague you think would be interested in the magazine but does not
at present take it, similarly send in his name and address and we will be delighted to send him a sample copy.
This magazine can only be as good as its contributors and it can only survive with their support so throw a
few sixes for us and improve our morale!

DON FEATHERSTONE.

SDBSCRIPTION RATES; £3.60p. (Overseas £3.85p! U.S.A. ̂ 11.OO)

These sums include postage, packing and, for non-sterling areas. Bank Handling charges.

ADVERTISING RATESt

Advertisement Manager,
Roland Sutton,
Tradition,
188 Piccadilly, London WIV 9DA.

Per page £9.50p.

"  half page - £5.50p.

"  quarter page - £3.00p.

Subscriptions and Enquiries
Belmont-Maitland (Publishers) Ltd.

Tradition, 188 Piccadilly
London, WIV 9DA

P.O. Box 4QA

Tel; 01-734 1^2

WAROAMER'S NEWSLETTER has no facilities for artwork and all adverts must be laid-out "camera-ready" to
a page size of 11" x 8".

Classified (non-commercial) adverts - 2p (5c) per word.



MUFFLING THROUGH; AN ACCOUHT OF THE lei*;

EUROPEAN CUP FINAL

Baron F.C.F. von Muffling

Co-conmentator; R. Brooks,

Action Analysis; Douglas.

We felt that as possibly one of the 1,000,000,000
people who recently witnessed the World Cup Final, you
might be interested to read a report of an earlier
memorable international match. We have therefore

taken this opportunity to reproduce a report of the
1815 European cup series, made by our reporter Baron
von Muffling who followed the series closely and had
access to most of the training camps and players.

In an early qualifying round Naples was elimin
ated by Austria. However neither Austria nor Russia
were able to raise teams in time for the finals.

These were held in Belgium, which nation being some
what overawed by the dominant European team, France,
decided to combine their team with the British. The

only other contenders were the Prussians.

The teams were as follows:

1) France:

Forwards: 11 - Ney; used as an orthodox left winger in this series. An experienced but old player who had
never really recovered from the intensive series in Russia in 1812. Good individual skills
but lacked the ability to read the whole game and use space to run into positions,

9 - Kellerman - An experienced and powerful player, badly fouled at the Quatre-Bras game by the
Scots centre back, although no penalty was awarded.

7 - Grouchy - Played as a right winger,
much responsibility in this series,
out the series.

Another experienced and energetic player but given too
His game was impaired by close Prussian marking through-

Mid-field: 10 - Reille - Played on the left in support of Ney. Failed to tackle hard after a bad series of
away matches against the British in Spain.

8 - D'Erlon - Very poor performance, wandered from wing to wing at Quatre-Bras. Lacked penetra
tion to play. Roughly handled by British strikers and centre back in the final,

6 - Lobau - High work rate, but outnvunbered by the opposition. Only one holding it together in
mid-field.

Back Four: 5 - Lefebvre-Desnouettes - a fast full back, likes to go forward to join in the attack. Not so
good at tackling back and tends to leave the defence open by going forward.

5) The Guard Brothers, Vieille, Moyen and Jeune. A very solid and classy back line, who like to
4)- come forward late in the game when all the other players are marked. The opposition fail to
2) pick them up and they go on to score decisive goals.

Goalkeeper: 1 - Soult - A good utility player, Soult was used as goalkeeper when he could have been better
employed in midfield, distributing the ball with accuracy and precision. A good tactician .

, but his lack of experience in this position put him at a disadvantage.

Finally in the case of this team a word should be said about their manager, Napoleone Buonaparte. No
longer a player-manager, he was badly missed as a sweeper at the back, commanding the game where his reading
of the play was incomparable. He has been criticised for not bringing on experienced players who were avail
able, notably Davout as a middle field player to establish some authority over the game. Also Murat was left
out of the squad although the most stylish and best established centre forward of his day.

2) Prussia;

Forwards: 11 - Prince William of Prussia - young, inexperienced player included for political reasons.
Later to gain captaincy in the Inter-German championships in 1866 and in the European Cup
Final against France in 1870.

9 - Blucher - the captain of the side, an experienced, aggressive player. Liked to run straight
at the defence trying to involve everyone and anyone in the attack at one time or another.

8 - Von Hoder - good support for Bluoher but a bit light and suffered badly from heavy French
tackling.

Mid-field: 10 - Thielmann - a player whose contribution has often been ignored. On two occasions he marked
Grouchy right out of the game. Played on the left side of the pitch.



7  - Ziethen - Thielmann's counterpart on the right. An uncompromising player with good in
dividual skills. His fine play in defence at the first game covered for the absence of Bulow
and Scharnhorst. He came forward more during the Waterloo match.

6  - Scharnhorst - A brilliant mid-field organiser, vfhose head was unfortun=jtely knocked off
by a football during the first leg of the 1813 European Cup series at Bautzen. A player who
was badly missed, the failure to replace him revealed the lack of strength in depth of the
small Prussian squad.

Defence: 5 - Clausewitz - An experienced player who had played for the Russian team during the 1812
series. Well known as a sports commentator and writer he provided well considered support for
Thielmann.

4  - Bulow - Originally the sweeper, a slow player, he was late with tackles, missing both
ball and player and even the match. He didn't get up in time and couldn't find the ground at
Ligny. Capable of better form,

5  - Pirch I - An orthodox centre-back, he supported the mid-field duo, Zeithen and Thielmann.
His covering could be suspect.

2  - Pirch II - Brother of the above, he played as right full back, operating closely with
Ziethen,

Goalkeeper: 1 - Gneisenau - Good at organising ohe defence around him, his defensive skill and sure hand
ling made him the perfect foil tc Blucher's impetuosity. He is reported to have had several .
disagreements off-field with the British captain over game strategy.

3; Anglo-Dutch:

Forwards: 8 - Picton - Played on the left wing. A Welsh wizard, he used to run at the opposition using
his speed to get past the defenders,

9  - Somerset - Centre fcrward and a relatively new player in the side which played in the
successful Iberian series.

Kidfield: 11 - Brunswick - A vigorous player showing great promise when eliminated by injury from the
first game.

10 - Ponsonby - Played on the left as an extra striker coming from a deep position. Courage
ously and irresistible in ti:e attack but overran the ball.

o  - mnce orange - A slayer whose selection had political motives. He did well in the
st game at «tuaxre-Bras cut his lack of exnerience showed more in the final.

7  - ijxoridge - A utility player who covered the whole pitch, he liked to join in the attaok.
He had seen out of favour during the Spanish series despite a promising start, at Sshsgun,

Defence: 3 - Hsndeleur - Left full back, a good dependable player with an impressive turn of speed. He
moved forward late in the final match to cover for the injured players.

5  - Gordons - The tough, Scots centre half who played a key role in the defence at both
matches. He made well-timed tackles on the French attack at crucial moments,

4  - V/ellington - The sweeper and highly respected captain he excelled at reading the game,
from the oack, and directing his players to meet threats and develop counter-attacks,

2  - Baring - A tenacious player, he normally plays up front for his club side, K.G.L. Hanover,
However in this series he was given a basically defensive role.

Goalkeeper: 1 - Maitland - A high class player, his sure, cool handling, all through the match, kept his
team in the game.

The first game kicked off at the Ligny ground at 5 p.m. I6th June. The Prussian team, badly handicapped
by the non-arrival of Bulow were stretched at the back. Zeithen and Thielmann had to play deep in their own
half as extra defenders, operating immediately in front of their back line. They looked for goals from the
quick breaks out of defence by their fast front line strikers which failed however to trouble the French back-
line.

The French began the game with a series of strong attacking moves by Grouchy, which failed to make much
impression. The French attack bogged down in the muddy and congested Prussian half, as the Germans pulled
back all their men in defence. During this phase of the game D'Erlon made his notorious run across the oitoh
from left to right, and back again, failing to make contact with the ball at any time, to the despair of his
manager, Buonaparte, and frustrated leftwinger, Ney.

In the second half the Prussian team, short on players, could hardly cover the pitch against the fast
flowing French forays. They were kept continually under pressure but did not crack until the centre back,
Vieille Garde, came forward unmarked - Pirch I having moved too far right - to score with a powerful shot.
With only a narrow 1-0 defeat, the Prussians had showed themselves to be a world class side and withdrew
from the pitch defeated but not demoralised, or shattered. At the close of the game Blucher was Involved in
a nasty incident with the French backs, in which he was actually trodden on by Lefebvre-Desnouettes. There
was some doubt whether Blucher would ever play again but his indomitable spirit (mainly gin) carried him
through the rest of the series.

At the other semi-final, at Quatre-Bras, a strong French team created a number of ohanoes in the first



half but cautious plsy by the left side of the field, in particular Hey and Reille, failed to put the match
beyond doubt as they should have done. One reason for this was probably the failure of the manager to con
vey the importance of the match to Hey, the acting captain.

During the second half, the Anglo-Dutch team began to put things together more and gradually took con
trol thanks to the organisational mastery of the sweeper and captain V/ellington. In the final French attack,
Kellerinan surged dangerously forward but was brutally brought down by the Scots centre back. The match ended
in a 0-0 draw and so both teams retired to prepare for the final, between the two top teams, France and the
A'nglo-Dutch, at the V/aterloo rround, two days later,

"H:C FINAL;

The match was delayed for a couple of hours to allow the ground to dry out after the thunder storm of
the previous day.

The Anglo-Dutch team lined up understrength, Brunswick being injured. However the substitute. Hill, a
very experienced player was left on the bench at Hal and took no part in the match. The player-manager
Vellington was much criticised for not bringing him onto the field.

Taking advantage of superior numbers the French opened the game with an attacking move by Rsille on the
leftj led on by hopes of success, he persisted in attacking this flank throughout the rest of the :'ame,
ignoring his team mates in the centre. From the touch line the French manager urged his players forward in
an attack down the middle. Collecting the ball from Soult, D'Erlon moved threateningly forward. On apnroach-
i.ng the 18 yard box he was challenged by Picton, As he hesitated, the centre back came hard in and sent him
reeling, Fonsonby rushing forward seized on the loose ball and carried it deep into the Fre-ch half. Moving
swiftly into the French penalty area he mesmerised the French defence by a quick one-two v/it:. Gordons, who
had unexpectedly come forward out of defence, and scored. Displaying again the tough tackling in defence,
that had crippled the Prussian centre forward at Ligny, Lefebvre-Desnouettes savagely hacked him down with a
late tackle. "ue to the French refusal to let the trainer onto their half Ponsonby remained laid out for the
rest of the match.

At half tlm-" the Anglo-Dutch refused to change ends, thus keeping the advantage of a slight rise at their
CiKi cV the pitch.

impelled c; fears of home reprisals the French pushed forward into the attack taking advantage of the
British injuries which by now included Pioton, who had been kicked by D'Erlon, off the ball, in the first
half. Although the Anglo-Dutch team was kept under pressure, the French attacks lacked proper co-ordination,
Hey '-0 particular running repeatedly at the defenders - despite being brought down five times. 'Then well
into the second half, he barged Baring out of the way and out of the game to score the equalising goal, ivixh
only seven players left the Anglo-Dutch held on bravely against the incessant attacks of Mey and Lefshvre-
Desnouettes, who had come forward to replace the injured D'Hrlon. Wellington was outstanding as sweeper
or.ta ising. the defence. At full time the score was still one all.

'^uring extra time the Prussicns, unable to restrain themselves, began to flow onto the pitch, absorbing
the aitention of the French right wing. Grouchy, Lobsu and Jeune Garde. Although reduced by injury and in-
dlviiuaily weaker than the French, together the Allied sides outnumbered the opponents. Seeing their
desr- ra'-e situation, the resourceful French manager pushed forward their centre back Vieille Garde in an
•at'.e::.pt to expect the successful manoeuvre that won st the Ligny ground.

The fr-:sn itiayer .moving quicKly through the exhausted midfield players of both sides put in a confident
s-'ot at the •'^riti-ch goal. But Maitlond came up with a brilliant save, keepin;- his team in the game. Gather
ing '.ho ball, I'laitlnnd cleared ii.with a long kick through, down field, to be picked up by the Prussian
sw-erer, Buiow, who had pushed forward into the attack. Taking advantage of the close marking of the
opposition by his team motes, particularly Thielmann's job on Grouchy, he strode through the remnants of the
French defence to stroke the ball past the stranded goalkeeper, Soult, for the winning goal.

At this the French str-'-amed from the pitch in disgust amidst scenes of Allied rejoicing in the '"rench
goal mouth.

As a result of this unlocked for defeat, fcliowin,- twenty years of French dominance, the out-of-favour
outside left, lley was shot and the team man.ag^r 'leportei, A French team was not to appear ngair. in a
thu-rppan international match until 18^4

Bc'-GK HEVIEW3 - Continued from Page 28,

ESPIONAGE by Grae.-ae iCer.t. (10" x 6.1 photographs and Illustrations. B.T.Batsford - £1.50p).

This well produced and very inexpensive bcok is one of Batsford's "P.AST-IHTO-PEESEKT SERIES" and deals
with spies and the like from the very beginning.? of time up until today. Although of no definite relevance
to wargaming, it i,s an interesting, -wall conceived and presented book that makes interesting reading.

^2 ̂ ^.G^TIDLBRY of the world by Christopher F. Poss, (8f" x 6"-, 192 pages; 220 photographs. Ian Allan -

Claimed to be 'the only book of its type available in English" this compact volume contains the fullest
details of all the towed artillery at present in service, together with a number of weapons still under de
velopment, It covers anti-tank guns, field-guns and howitzers, anti-aircraft guns, mortars of 81mm and over
and recoiless weapons, providing full data on calibre, weight, range of gun, etc., etc., together with a list
ol the current user countries. As many of the weapons described saw action in World War II, and in Korea
Vietnam and the Middle East, then it is an invaluable work of reference if you wargame in any period from'
1939 up to date.

f  every written on the Peninsular War is Jao Weller's "WELLINGTON
4. 7 1 ^ ° print new copies of this book can be obtained through WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTERat £4,75p including postage.



TALKING WARGAMING

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH - by A.J.Havker;

French cavalry standards - were they used in the Napoleonic period? Information gratefully received.

ooOoo

HINT OF THE MONTH - by B.B.Clarke;

The restricting of visibility on the wargames table is important but neglectsothe fact that the front
ranks of a line can only see a certain distance. This distance can be represented by placing screens of
cardboard or semi-transparent plastic 9/12" in height at an agreed distance in advance of front ranks, so
restricting their field of vision, the enemy army only becoming visible when it advances 'through' the
screen and physically enters the field of vision of its opponents front ranks! This method enables the war-
gamer to adequately utilise skirmishers, scouting parties of light cavalry or armoured cars and moxinted
officers, besides adding another meaning to holding features such as hilltops, church towers and woods.
Concealment becomes much easier and reserves are held and outflanking moves carried out in relative secrecy,
permitting tactical manoeuvres such as the Prussian march across the ffont of the Austrian Army at Leuthen,
or the cunning use by the Yorkist bowmen of the snowstorm at Towton. These are most difficult to simulate
on 'unscreened' wargames tables, without the services of an umpire. The method makes the holding of ground
more important and prevent anomalous defensive attitudes on wargames tables, where the attacker is fully
visible to a defender and can achieve no tactical surprises.

ooOoo

IN AHSV/ER TO Bdr. JOHNNY JOHNSONS REQUEST FOR INFORMATION ON THE PENINSULAR WARS:

I find it difficult to believe Mr. Johnson has difficulty in getting the information he wants - military
historians have never had it so good! For a basic introduction try "Discovering Famous Battles of the
Peninsular War" by R.J.Wilkinson-Latham (Shire Publications Ltd - 1973) and still available "The Peninsular
War" by Michael Glover, recently published will tell him all he needs to know. Napiers classic "Battles and
Sieges in the Peninsular" is wonderful - and there is a single volxune publication by Polio Books. Lady
Longford's "Years of the Sword" is available in paperback. Then there is "The Duke" by Philip Guedalla
(published 1951) and "The Age of Wellington" by Leonard Cooper (I964). Or "Napoleon's Battles; a History
of his Campaigns" by Henri Lachouque (I966). Very useful articles appeared in the journal of the Society
Nappleonic 1967. Volume two, Number three giving Strength, Returns and General States of the French Armies
in Spain I8O8-I8I3 and also in the Journal dated August I969 (Volume 4, number j) giving details on the
French Army entering Spain in 1808. (Perhaps best of all - Jac Waller's "Wellington in the Peninsular" -
Editor).

R.J. Leach.

-—ooOoo

RULE OF THE MONTH:

This deals with columns of pikemen, in the I6th/l7th centuries, engaged in that soul-chilling business
of "push-of-pike". Table-top pike columns are usually 3/4 men wide by 5/6 ranks deep, being formed from
the usual size formations that, scaled-down, form our wargames armies. So, the melee takes place between

3/4 men (the front rank) or 6/8 men (being the first two ranks)- and the resulting casualties, by most
methods, will be insufficient to cause either force to break or dramatically fall back. Push-of-pike per
sisted (like a tug-of-war) for long, semi-static periods, until one force got the other "on the move" and
began to push them back until something gave and they broke end fled. This can be simulated by ruling that,
after the initial round of the melee, that side suffering the highest proportionate losses is pushed back
half its normal move-distance, still retaining its cohesion and fighting ability. The same method can be
followed for succeeding moves or, as weight of numbers must be of considerable importance, the larger force
pushes back the smaller force ONE INCH for every man they have over and above the enemy's numbers.

Of course, the far-seeing commander sends halberdiers, musketeers or swordsmen around the flanks of the
enemy column to further reduce their numbers!

—-ooOoo

FORMATION OF A NAPOLEONIC ARMY:

Using a generous cavalry-to-infantry ratio of 1 to 4 figures, perhaps 90 cavalry and 350 infantry can be
used per side for each game. In his booklet "NAPOLEONIC ARMY ORGANISATION 1812" Fred Vietmeyer describes a
set-up which breaks this down into two regiments of line infantry consisting of 222 men; one battalion of 75
light infantry; with two regiments of cavalry of 90 men. To have one of each type of Napoleonic cavalry for
wargaming requires five different regiments, which may have to be doubled if one wishes to have Guard. To
acquire accurate Napoleonic flexibility, a wargamer, although using only two guns per game, will require two
horse guns, two 8-pdrs, two 12-pdrs and two howitzers.

Once a basic infantry force has been painted, the wargamer should concentrate on as many other units as
possible so that he can pick and choose the army to be used, depending upon terrain and the objective of the
game. For example, in a woody and hilly terrain with large areas impassable to cavalry and with fortified
houses, dismountable dragoons can be used; but in good cavalry terrain, one needs lancers to attack infantry
or cuirassiers to attack cavalry. In an action requiring fire-skirmisher-cavalry, chassetirs-a-cheval or
hussars will be required.
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BUILDING A REALISTIC BATTLE-STABLE

C. Zanelli (of Italy)

Part 1; The "Sectional" Wargame Table - A Utooia?

Several times the problem of a realistic battlefield presented to wargamers; most of us reject the
question and are easily satisfied with a green cloth and chalked roads, but every now and then someone
publicly invokes a better solution. After all, should hours of painstaking soldier-painting be wasted on
such a rude background?

Let us see precisely what one may expect from an "ideal" wargame table:

1, Variability - practically endless: no doubt this is the first and most important feature desired,
2, Realism - the best possible; otherwise, back to the old green cloth,,.
3, Easy storage - this is only the third feature as regards priority, but it is of considerable im

portance to those who cannot afford a wargame room.

The idea of combining these points together, using ready-made sections of landscape is appealing, often
quoted and - I think - generally adopted; but people usually limit to squares of terrain to be put on the
eternal green cloth. This is an improvement to chalked roads and the like, but it is still^hardly realistic,

Mr,A.L.Nickels in the March 1974 issue of "Slingshot" proposed to build completely up our battlefield
using 12" X 12" squares of insulation board, mostly plain grass covered squares of course, but some with
riverbeds excavated in; this feature is surely much better than Bellona's (or similar) "relief" riverbeds,
even with the snag of having rivers always at right angles with the board edges,

Mr.Nic.iels' idea is very good, but still theoretie,- for, as Mr.Featherstone pointsout somewhere, where
can you store some ninety modelled squares of terrain if you lack space, and how can you defend them from
that all-pervading enemy of models, namely dust, feared and desperately fought at by railway modellers? Be
sides, you still need a large table to put your squares on,,.

There is a possible solution, obtained by my father and me; we arrived at the Vchequers" idea independ
ently from Mr,Nickels some months ago, but we decided to write about it only when most technical problems
had been solved, so that we could report not only an idea, but real instructions to build the thing, written
with the table itself imder our eyes.

Part 2: Technical Details,

First a skeleton table must be built, using those iron L-sectioned bars usually sold at ironmonger's
shops to build shelves, etc., (they look like giant Meccano pieces), following fig.l. Such a table is
easily built and easily dismantled (less than 10 minutes) and may be stored away as a bunch of bars tied to
gether.

It may be built either (definitively) in a room of its own, if you have one, or in a place cleared for
the purpose, or even over a kitchen table, bed or writing desk, saving a lot of space.

On this skeleton (whose dimensions are correlated to those of the squares of terrain, as will be stated
later on) a number of wooden planks should be put, like in fig,2; perhaps the best material for this use is
1cm thick chipboard, which does not warp and is hard but light. As may be seen in fig,2, the planks must
not cover completely the table - this will be explained later; they are easily removable, and piled away and
need less space than a single large dimension board. Then on this layer, squares of modelled terrain are
put, filling up completely the available space - see fig,3,

If your squares are 25cm x 25om the space mentioned must be, e,g, 2m x 1,5m or however multiples of
25cm; if they are 1' x 1', make the table 6' x 5' or as you like, keeping to multiples of the foot (note
that we recommend these measures,' or one between them, just like Mr,Nickels does; they are studied to per
mit a great variability of landscape without having to model - and assemble - too little pieces).

The modelling itself is dealt with in another section; here we shall see the technical part alone, re
garding the squares. This is extremely simple, since it reduces to screwing a little block of hard wood
(beech-wood for instance) under each corner of the square (lom thick chipboard). The blocks must be shaped
like in fig,4 - this is easily done with two saw-cuts, keeping the block in a vice and.,,with patience.
These blocks are very important, since they fulfil three different purposes:

a) V/hen the square is on a table, or on the floor, or wherever you will put it to work on it or to
show it etc,, the blocks allow easier handling without ruining the modelled side, since you can take the
square putting your fingers under it,

b) More important, let us presme that you use 25cm x 25cm squares, and 20cm x width-of-table planks,
then using 2,5om x 2,5cm x 1cm blocks, the squares may be firmly inserted on the planks, giving you a solid
table-top (see fig,5), However, to avoid being compelled to use strict exactness (always difficult in do-
it-yourself works) 2cm x 2cm x 1cm blocks may be used; assembling and dismantling will be smoother, even if
tlSe table-top will be no longer perfectly mortised,

c) Still more important, this system allows you to store in a little space a very great number of
squares, simultaneously defending them from dust and accidents; in fact you may build boxes whose sides are
the squares themselves reducing more than four times the space necessary. Of course the modelled side of
each square must be inside the box, while a brief description of the terrain modelled - or a suitable
abbreviation - may be written on the outer side, I think the exploded views in fig,6 show clearly enough
the process followed in building these boxes.

Aluminium 2 x 2om angular bars are used for the frame, except four edges which ar 1 x lom, bent like in
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fig. 6C. Holes must be drilled and pieces of iron screw (they are sold in 1 m long pieces at ironmonger's
shops) keep the'whole together; the screws themselves are fixed with a nut at one end and a wing nut at the
other. Aluminium angular bars must overlap one another in the corners so take your measures with care; a
narrow space will remain empty on two opposing sides of the box, between the squares: this shall be filled
with suitable pieces of wood. This odd fact is due to blocks being sawed on one side only (see Pig.4), as
you shall understand if you really build the thing.

Note 1cm x 1cm wooden bars glued in 2cm x 2cm Aluminium angular bars, to protect the square edges from
accidental falls etc. Perhaps you wonder why two different kinds of angular bars ( 2x2 and 1x1 cm) must
be used: this is due to block design too, in fact sawing them on two sides would make the frame construction
easier, but then the blocks themselves would become too weak, while it is of great importance that they hold
perfectly.

About the number of squares in a box, our first idea was the cube (6 squares per box) but on a second
thought, square based rectangular boxes resulted handier and less expensive. We doubt whether more than 1 m
long boxes could be practical, so our measures are 25 cm x 25 cm x 100 cm (18 sqs. per box); using 1' x 1'
squares, we recommend 1' x 1' x J' boxes (I4 squares per box) because 4' long boxes look too big - however it
is all up to one's availability of space.

Thus a whole 2 m x 1.5 m battlefield (48 squares) may be kept in the space of a large suitcase, and con
sidering a complete change of landscape (48 + 48 squares) you occupy only as much opace as a little trunk. Of
course these are absurd figures, since say Tyfo of one's battlefield will always be grassy plain, that is you
will never change completely the table so 96 squares mean a larger table-top possible and not two different
ones. This means that a careful estimate of your available space, both for the table and the boxes, should
be done before beginning the construction, in order to use it in the best way.

However, when I say "the space of a trunk" I do not mean that all the boxes must stay piled up together
somewhere, you may actually scatter them all about your home, or wardrobes, cupboards, under beds, in those
odd spaces between furniture and room corners... Or, should you decide to pile them up, they don't even need
shelves!

Useless to say, even using only 48 squares, of v;hich say 36 are grassy plain and then are identical, you
may have an enormous number of possible battlefields - about a hundred billions I think (this means you may
try a new one every minute, and end in 20,000 years!).

Part 5: Modelling Hints.

Basically, we have considered five kinds of landscape modules: (l) Plain; (2) Plain with river; (j) Plain
with road; (4) Hill; (5) Mountain.

We consider two kinds of road: (a) Large (paved); (b) Small (unpaved) and three kinds of river (see
Wargames Research Group Ancient Rules); (a) Wide (9")i (b) Medium (6") and (c) Narrow (5").

Houses, fortifications, hedges, walls, ploughed fields, woods and so on are separately built and put on
the table at various angles to change the "chess-game" looking of the whole (it may be done with mountains
too like Mr.Nickels suggested).

Note that from now on I will refer more particularly to Ancients (as we are) because some things we did
possibly cannot apply to all periods - however I think only Moderns must change something while all others up
to Napoleonics can take these instruction to the letter. Of course Part 2 may be accepted without changes
for any period.

I. Plain:

No trick is needed here,... only green sawdust or grass mat; if you use the latter, remember that a
better appearance is given to your landscape if houses have a floor a little higher than the edges of the
walls (Fig.7 explains why) - less than 0.5 cm is needed.

As regards desert, you may choose among several possible solutions: making squares of desert, or putting
a s'andy cloth on a grassy plain, or even preparing a single, large cardboard sheet covered with sand to be
put on the planks instead of the squares...

II. Rivers and Roads;

Riverbeds may be excavated in the squares (however the banks may be raised a little with Plastic Wood,
etc) and painted. The water itself may be simulated with clear varnish, crumpled cellophane or transparent
plastic sheet. If you have not much space, you may use the river-pieces as road-pieces, preparing cardboard
sections with the same profile as the river: more than one section may be prepared for each river-piece, as
you see in Fig.8; the effect is not bad.

Of course all sections must be interchangeable, i.e. the rivers and roads must both "go in" the square at
the same point, and "go out"; which means, no matter what the river goes "in" the square, it must begin and
end in the middle of a side, with the same width. Curves must be 90 > but this is not too drastic, since many
different shapes are permitted (see Fig.lO) to increase realism.

X-crossing and T-crossing sections must be built for roads; as for rivers, T's, fords, bridges and "inter
mediate" sections (beginning as "narrow", ending as "medium" river and so on). However, do not build too many
of them, one of each kind should be enough - build many straight and curved sections instead. Remember a river
begins meandering when it is large, while when it is still "young" it goes on straight: build your sections
accordingly.

Since woods are separately built, nothing forbids you having a river or a road crossing a wood - that is,
a wood being planted about a river or road section!



III. VoodS8

Besides several good hints given in wargaming literature, you may try this one. Long "strips" of wood
(say 20 cm X 5 cm) may he prepared in the conventional ways, and then used to screen plastic boxes covered of
green sponge (loofah) or lichen - see Pig.9- If you are a purist (and an artist) you may paint trees and
underwood on the sides of the boxes. As you see in Fig.9, the boxes are used upside down, and under them
("inside the wood") units may be concealed ... or not: but your enemy doesn't know...

IB. Hills and Mountains;

My father and 1 have agreed on leaving some passes among mountains, and to make things easier we made
two consecutive sides "practicable" on each mountain square, simply by moving the mountain itself towards a
corner of the square (see Pig.11). If you think two passes are too many you can change this arrangement -
or you may keep a reserve of "boulders" to shut the passes in excess.

Hills have passes on every side.

Here 1 will not begin explaining how to build mountains, which has been done by experts: 1 will only
quote my own way.

1 build a model mountain with polystyrene cut to "bricks", rather like a pyramid, but entirely empty
(Pig.12): then the surface is modelled with various kinds of (hot) tools, painted and grass covered. The
advantages are: rational use of the material and extremely light sections.

Since the mountain should stay in a box, its height must not exceed that of the box, and of course you
cannot put two mountains on opposing box sides: however you may put up to 4 mountains in each box, and I
doubt whether you will need more than 10 or 12 mountains at a time. About the height, the previous pres
cription only means that the mountain must not be higher than wide and-long, and 1 think this is however
reasonable.

Part 4: Conclusion.

Other hints about landscape modelling may be foiuid in specialists' books, I will quote two of the most
famous among wargamers:

"Wargames Terrain" by Donald Peatherstone
"Introduction to Battle Gaming" by Terence Wise - Model and Allied Publications

and many others of course. 1 recommend besides those, two books for railway modellers - "Miniature Building
Construction" and "Miniature Landscape Modelling" both by J.H.Ahern - Model and Allied Publications, both
full of useful ideas.

When all your pieces are ready, you may begin building up your terrain: you may try to reproduce an
historical battlefield or build your own, as usual. If you follow W.R.G. Ancient Rules, choosing sections of
terrain is easier this way; of course if one of the armies is defending its country, its General shall build
up the landscape.

A funny way of deciding the battlefield in an encounter battle is dicing for it: you will soon prepare a
table with dice values and corresponding terrain features - we have our own of course. A similar thing -
though for somewhat different purposes - is suggested by Mr. Bath in his "Setting up a Wargames Campaign",
W.R.G. Publications. By the way, since 1 am talking of campaigns, 1 think there is no need to say why we
have chosen square pieces instead of hexagonal ones: technical reasons completely overcome the faint advant
ages of hexes - and there is no polyhedron that can be built with hexagonal faces!

Our table is in use now, and it has shown no snags so far. The construction needs no special skill, if
only you are a "do-it-yourself" man, however we think you had better afford a little expense and have your
squares cut by the carpenter you buy the wood at, because saving a little money doesn't counter-balance the
long, boring work - besides, you will be sure of having a professional job done in only part of the table in
which this is essential.

Good work! Inquiries or further suggestions may be addressed to:- Cesare A. Zanelli, Via S. Nicolo, 2,
34121 Trieste, Italy.

Wholesale Dept. now open at
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THE SKIRMISH LINE

LONG HAIR - SOUTH OF THE BORDER

by Steve Ourtis

The Place: San Pal one, Chihuahua, Mexico.

Scene 1: The square shimmers with heat.

T ake: 1.

The Date: April 20, 1865.

"Senor, the Republicos Army - it is marching upon us. I must warn the Father sahe can
escape", the terrified peasant told the Kid, and ran off to the Church.
"Hell boys, that sure messes things up", allowed Botch; the three men. Botch, the Kid and
Long Hair, still sprawled in the shade absorbing the disturbing news.
"Looks l ike we're gonna have to fight after all". Long Hair observed happily, eyes still closed,
whilst the other two exchanged pained glances.

OUTl - Okay - print that one.

No, this is not a battle report (though we wouldn't mind if MGM studios gave us a call l) but
the start to one of our big western skirmishes to play-test the forthcoming Old West Skirmish
Rules. The occasion was something of a re-union. Ian (Kid) Oolwil l from Kent, and myself
■from wi ldest west-Somerset, descended on Mike (Botch) Blake in Bristol for the day and the
spectacular San Palone skirmish, with the gal lant trio personal ly defending the vil lage and
Mission against a force of sixty Mexican regulars, was the situation Mike had cooked up for
us. Ian had real ly gone to town painting up old Britain's 54mm plastic AOW infantry for the
Mexican troops, with a whole array of ingenious convertions from Timpo and Airfix for the
peons. Mike had built a great adobe Mission out of white expanded polystyrene packing and
ceiling tiles, covered with poly-fil ler and painted off-white. With balsa-wood doors and
furnishings inside, it looked marvel lous, al l 54mm scale, of course. This simple method of
making adobes, Mike's own idea, we can thoroughly recommend to enhance your town. The
boys had made a new two-storey adobe to supplement Mike's original two-room house. The
table was covered with a sand coloured cloth, with sand l ightly sprinkled on it, plus some
aquarium gravel and the usual rocks from the garden. The effect of a frontier Mexican village
in the desert with Mexican soldiers marching into the square was definately l ike a miniature
film set in action - bags of real ism.

Believe it or not, this is a conversion article - and the name of the character - guess who? -
right first time - my namesake from our "Annals of Pima County" - Long Haired Steve Curtis.
Mike, Ian and I each have one or two figures of ourselves dated back a hundred years to the
1870's. But this game was during 1865 when our three heroes had ridden out of the Civil War
in search of easier money and gentler excitement. We needed to look younger and so especial ly
for the game, we each made a new figure of our own character. The reason I have chosen my
own to tel l you about, is more than personal bias. The conversion is simple and quick, the
source figure is unusual and the resulting man is ideal for several different roles.

Timpo and 'Britains Wild West 54mm plastic figures are excel lent for the mainstay of your
frontier gun-toters, but for a change have a look at Airfix's range of 54mm WWI I men sold in
colourful boxes each containing more than a dozen figures. These are beautiful ly moulded,
with bags of detail and action, arid are ideal raw material for westerners, as Ian pointed out -
in particular the Australians. Dressed in slouch hat, open-necked shirt, baggy service pants
tucked into boots, belt, cross-straps, water-bottle, rifle, bayonet, or submachine gun, etc.,
with a l ittle thought these figures can become dismounted Indian-fighting troopers, gunmen,
or as I made mine - Civil War guerril la raiders. (To be honest, I 've only done one so far -
but the thought's there!) The one I chose for me was the Aussie officer, no cross-straps, a
large machet e raised in his right hand and a small service revolver in his left hand down at
his side, a flap-over holster on his left hip at the front, the machete sheath on his left hip and



a water bottle on his right hip. To see what he became let's go back to that game - did I say
game ?

Scene 2: Inside the priest's quarters, before the fight, the boys display their hardware to
the interested priest. LH steps forward. ^

Long Hair really didn't feel at home in a

"ruckus" unless he could smell his opponent, ■

better yet, touch him.

"If y' kin spit in his eye, you 're winning". J
As a carry-over from his wartime raids, he
had an old English "sawed-off" shotgun slung I \
from his shoulder. At his waist was a neat V
Nci 2 Smith & Wesson revolver in its flap- \ J
over holster on his left hip, along with his 4!A^pJ|SW f \

"Pappy always let on that it was the twin IV
of the blade Jim Bowie had at the Alamo. A

'Course we figured he was jest Joshing. ^ J ^\ 'a!
Did I ever tel l you 'bout how he came by it?" \
"Another time", the Kid cut in hastily. \ \ J
On Long Hair's right hip riding high in an \ / i
open-topped twist-draw holster was his huge ^/||M I
Walker Colt .44. "Didn' t never fail Pappy la la
and ain't never failed me", he commented. Jl^\ vI m

"Your Pappy was not a Confederate by any Jrf
chance?" The priest's eyes twinkled as he ^ ' A \ A jv)
looked at LH's torn grey cavalry pants. The ^ \
room came alive with laughter as they al l t \V

CUTl - One more time, with more pizazz! 1^^^*
The step from Aussie officer of World War I I |p|w y
to shaggy young Reb guerri l la raider cum

outlaw, is not so big as you may imagine.

That slouch hat looks too modern, the reason — CxT'Tw'*^
being the wide hat band. With a sharp model l ing "VXt^X^CflE! ̂
knife, sl ice the band off, just leaving a narrow *
sixteenth of an inch band resting on the hat brim. Next the machete becomes a Bowie knife by

taking a nick out of the top edge of the blade near the tip - see Mike's i l lustration above.

Slice off the pockets on the trousers, and the water-bottle on the belt, again, it's too modern.

Long Hair, as the name implies has shaggy locks (the character, not me folks, Steve prefers a
crew-cut!) and so using the wargamer's standby, I reached for the Plasticine and carefully filled
in the space 'tween hat brim and shoulders at back and sides with a layer, pricked and l inedwith

a knife point which soon made a pleasing hair-like finish. Then was added with another thin strip,

a pair of flowing mustaches, sweeping around to join the sideburns. You can "set" Plasticine

with nail-varnish or banana-oil, though I confess to leaving mine untreated, yet it seems to have

handled wel I.

The next item is a second holster to replace the water-bottle high on the right hip. We originally

had this idea of holster making from the Birmingham lads who went in for it in a big way. First,
take a revolver. The one I used was a hefty half-inch-long, metal cap and bal l pistol, which I

had picked up either from MiniFigs or Mainly Military. Of course you can use an old Britains

Swoppet six-shooter or one from Timpo. Now enfold the pistol with a sheet of ordinary writing
bond paper, leaving the butt and trigger guard exposed. Rub the paper with your thumb-nail so
that the shape of the gun embosses the paper. Remove the gun. Glue the two sides of the

paper together outside the gun shape, from trigger guard to muzzle. Trim off surplus paper.



Glue the finished holster (it should look something like a knife ©heath) onto the right hip with
the butt of the bolstered pistol pointing forward, as though it's for a left hand cross-dr^» it's
simple and looks great when painted up.

Did I hear you say, "Where's the shotgun then ?" No trouble, coming right up. Ta^e sn old
Timpo carbine, trim off the barrel, and if it's a repeater, trim off the lever behind the trigger
guard. Next, chop up two lengths of Slater's plastic rod, app-ox. sixteenth en inch dfamet^
by three quarters of an inch long. Failing this, a couple of thick pins or wire will do fine. Glue
these onto the stock, with the "barrels" side by side, being careful to match the muzzles. Fes'
the sling, attached to the shotgun at the left of the breech, use either fuse wire suitstoly platted
or cotton (though this tends to fray and come undone) or a narrow strip of paper, doubled end
giued for strength, iooped around the figure, from the left shoulder across the chest, as sketch.

You will have gathered that a Civil War guerrilla raider did not bother too much about re®jiatler»
uniform or arms and this convert ion reflects that rough ar»d ready attitude. The small pistol in
the left hand, by the way, can easily be cut out and replaced with the more familiar big frerrtier
sixgun, e.g. as per Britains or Timpo, but I was quite satisfied to leave mine as it was. Itiooks
just like the smal l tip-up No.2 Smith & Wesson .32, one of the few metal cartridge handguns
the war - whilst, for heavier work the Walker .44, though an early cap snd bail, and relatively
rare, was ideal for stopping anything on two or four tegs, the flrer was as tisble to be laid out by
the recoil as was the target by the balll Obviously, for an ordinary civilian gunflghter of the
period, virtually any assortment of holsters and hardware can be used, especially If you add a
coat or jacket with Plasticine or tissue paper; there are endless possibilities.

The box of WWII Australians can be converted Into dismounted US Cavalry as a change from the
Britains' Herald range. Cut off the officer's holster, and make the paper holster replacing the
water-bottle with a proper flapover. Again the cavalry wore the revolver on the right bip, butt
forward. The carbine, usually a .45 Trapdoor Springfield one shot breech loader (used by the
frontier army from 1866 to 1694), hung, like my shotgun, from a sling across the chest. Us©
an old Britains or Timpo single shot carbine for the Springfield. The Indian-fighting troopers of
the 1870's and 80's often had a Bowie knife on the left hip rather than a sabre which stayed on
the horse or was left back at the fort. The cavalry's colouring was: black boots, belts and
holster, sky blue pants with a thin yellow stripe down the outside of each leg ®id often a grey
canvas patch to reinforce the crotch, seat and inside thighs from saddle The regulation
blouse was navy blue, but by the mid '80's a variety of coiours crept in. The bandana, Holly
wood to the contrary, could be and was any colour; yellow seldom was usual. The campaign hat
would be black, grey or brown.

Missouri-born Long Hair was a Reb - of sorts - and proud of it. His colour scheme was anything
but regulation. Dark green hat with red band, what may at one time have been a butter-nut brown
shirt, grey pants with yeilow stripes, brown boots, brass spurs, black belts and holsters with
silver trim, and flowing black hair. Let's see how he's doing in the sklrmish:^^;^

Scene 3: The Mexican infantry filling the square are surprised by a hurrying figure in their midst.
Take: 7, - (And let's get it right this time. )

He ran through Capt. Rodrigez's platoon before they registered his presence and suddenly, there
was the man he was seeking - Generalisimo Manuel Carabajal. The tip of Steve's Bowie buried
itself in the rump of the General's fine mount. It reared with a shrill squeel of protest The
General turned, looked down, and for the first time saw the shaggy figure mustaches akimbo,
saluting him with the huge blade. "Compliments, hombrei" said Steve with a grin as the Bowie
parried the murderous downstroke of the General's sabre. The dust cloud rose high all ©round
them as the horse plunged and turned, with the blades ringing loud as they clashed once more.
A third pass and the General's sabre caught the Bowie by it's brass hilt and wrenched it from
Steve's grasp. The blade arced over the square, turned once, twice, three times, catching the
sun as it fell from view on an adobe's flat foof. Long Hair could not beiieve it. Heil, what

would Pappy have thought, disarmed by a Mexican! No time to draw a gun, no where to
run, — (CUT! Print it. That's it for today - be ̂  the set at 6.30 tomorrow morning.)

Well, did LH survive ? Why not make the figure and fight that (^i yourself (LH 10; Gen. 6)
Use the Colonial Rules, or as we did the Old West Skirmish Rules, ttv«list?ie, we hope InAugustI



RULES FOR 5min WARGAMES FIGURES

(CoSqn. Support Trp., g.ueen's Royal Lancers)

On looking back over the past nine issues of the News- ^
letter, I was very surprised to find hardly a mention of how
•.jargamers are adapting their rules to cater for the new 5mm
figure ranges. In the January issue, Mr. King's short but in-
teresting article touched on the subject but did not go deep —tr. -4 ■,
enough I feel. {'

My own rules for 5nini Napoleonics were hurriedly formulated « ■ '; ^"ff"
during my last leave when, having been fascinated by a Napoleo- ^ ' i~f i ' i!- '• •« ' ,' •
nic battle, using 5mm blocks, at a Southend Call to Arms, I •" W
raced to my nearest stockist and equipped myself with two ex- , .''j— v v"* 4"
perimental armies. I fought a couple of rough and ready en-
gagements with my regular opponents before being posted (l los t """•'L— ^ ; -.f. .. '
several times so obviously the rules weren't perfect yet), and ' ' i' ' '
with the experience of these behind me I have been able to con- _■ is.
coot a workable first set of rules. >r, , ' "" '

My aim was to be able to represent reasonably large battles with as few men as possible while still re
taining some individuality in units. I therefore decided to adopt a scale in which 8x5 figure infantry
block represents a battalion of between six and eight hundred men, an 8x1 figure cavalry block represents
a squadron of between two hundred and two hundred and fifty men, and a gun and crew model represents a
battery of six or eight guns. I realised by choosing this scale I would reluctantly have to give up hope of
incorporating exact frontages and the like in the rules.

It struck me at this point that with units of this size the end result would bear a marked resemblance
to a board game.^ Following this line of though I hit on the idea of treating the units as board game
counters and giving them a number for firing, melee and morale values, disregarding completely the number of
actual men in them.

In practice the system works as follows:- Each type of unit is given a Combat Efficiency value, a
firing value, a melee value and a morale value, e.g.

Line Infantry Unit -CE-5; F-8;M-e; Mor - 5.

A unit loses CE points in melee and by being fired at. The other values decrease in accordance with s
reduction chart as each CE point is lost. By use of the reduction chart the firing, melee and morale values
for each type of unit can be found for every state of combat efficiency, e.g. the next step down for a Line
'r.fantry unit is - CE - 4 j F - 7; M - 7; Mor - 5,

Generally speaking I reduce morale at a slower rate than other factors so that units remain effective
even when their CE is down to one or two.

For firing the units fire value is compared with the defence factor of the target which depends on
formation, cover and range. A dice is thrown and a small chart consulted to find how many CE points, if an:;,
are lost by the target.

In a melee the respective melee values are compared and a dice is thrown. The loser, as shown on the
melee chart, loses one or more CE points and retires. If the melee is drawn both units lose one point and
it is continued next move.

The morale system is pretty much the same as a lot of other rules. Morale value plus dice and one or
two situation factors to get 8 or over.

It may seem that to keep track of the CE values of the various units will need a mass of paper work but
a single sheet of notepaper is sufficient to provide a record for an entire army as one unit can be accommo
dated on each line and relevant details such as type of unit can be included as well. The basic rules take
up only 5 sides of paper with the reduction sheets for each type of unit on another 5 sides.

'^he overall result of this system, in which to brigade becomes the smallest tactical formation, is to
allow representations of large battles in an area about a quarter of the size of a normal wargames table,
w^hich can be fought within a reasonable time limit. The differences between Guards and Line, heavy and
light cavalry, and certain types of artillery are retained and lines of skirmishers can also be used. There
is also an element of surprise as a unit on the table does not lose any figures until it loses its entire
CE value and is taken off completely. (l consider this to be a loss of about 50^ of the actual unit), there
fore the enemy does not know exactly what state it is in. Thus a badly battered cavalry regiment can hold
off a whole brigade while its commander tries to remember if he has inflicted many casualties on the cavalry
before.

Anyway, I hope this gives some idea of what I aimed at and how I tackled the problems arising from this
new scale. It is only one of numerous possible approaches and I hope we will soon see more ideas on 5nun's
discussed in the Newsletter. Sometime in the future I should like to gather enough units to try a game on a
company basis but at the moment I have transferred my attention to forming two 15mm English Civil War armies
so that will have to wait.



NAFOLBOH'S EGYPTIAN CAMPAI£3H

AS A WARGAME

(Continued from last month)

Adrian Gilbert

In the East, the well trained, small French forces were fighting against armies little changed since the
Crusades, that is, an elite class of warriors supported by feudal levies. Faced by basically a cavalry army,
the French were forced to use the square formation, from the divisional square of up to 6,000 men down to
four skirmishers standing baok-to-back in a star shaped formation. Initially the infantry were equipped
with wooden stakes with iron spikes at either end as a protection against cavalry and for forming a palisade
around the desert camps; this stake was soon discarded. During the early battles Bonaparte relied on the
superior firepower and training of the infantry and artillery to defeat the enemy, while the cavalry per
formed scouting and skirmishing duties. Later the cavalry evolved a method of combatting the Mameluke horse
men in the open, by forming in lines parallel to each other and as the Mamelukes drew near, the second line
moved to the left and right of the first line. This caused the Mamelukes to spread out to take in the in
creased length of line (the normal Mameluke practice was to envelop and outflank their enemy). In the re
sulting confusion, the unengaged cavalry charged the disorganised Mamelukes. These tactics could defeat
superior swordplay and equestrian ability, giving rise to Napoleon's dictum that while two Mamelukes could
hold their own against three French cavalry, three hundred French cavalry would defeat a like niunber of
Mamelukes.

The most famous of the newly-formed units was the Corp of Dromedaries - camel mounted infantry - who
policed the desert lands of Sinai and Syria. In an attempt to increase his ever dwindling army, Bonaparte
encouraged the enlistment of natives into the army; Kleber bought negro slaves from Abyssinia and posted
them to the 21st demi-brieade. Some were organised into racial or religious groups, such as the Coptic
Legion.

The Egyptian and other Ilative Armies.

The Egyptian Fellaheen (militia) were totally unorganised, being a complete rabble, often armed with
nothing better than sticks or stones, with their nvimbers depending on individual turn-up prior to the battle.
The Syrian and Palestinian troops were better trained and were a more formidable opponent. The most effec
tive and colourful native troops were the Mamelukes, a warrior sect divided into 24 "units" each varying
from 400 to 600 men under the command of a Bey, responsible for the organisation and equipment of his men.
Each Mameluke had two non-combatant servants, responsible for carrying his equipment, while the horseman
himself was usually armed with a sword or scimitar, a pair or two pairs of pistols, a blunderbuss or carbine,
and a large dagger. Although the sword was of the finest steel, it was too light for heavy swordplay
against a heavier or more robust weapon, thus little parrying occurred, as the Mameluke relied on his con
siderable riding ability, that allowed the Mameluke to bring his horse to an almost immediate standstill,
even from a full gallop. Some Mamelukes were armoured with coats of mail but they usually wore a long,
flowing garment and a tightly wrapped turban of an inflammable material that was sometimes set on fire by
the discharged wads of the French muskets. Individually, they were superb fighters, but in large numbers
their lack of organisation and discipline told against them.

The British Army.

Under Abercromby, the British were ̂ i^ivided into 5 brigades (one Guard) plus a large reserve brigade,
commanded by Sir John Moore. In addition^w^s a small cavalry brigade of a 1,000 men. Further south there
was Baird's division of troops from India. The line regiment usually had one battalion; (in Egypt only the
54th had two), each battalion was made up of 8 companies, all of which contributed men to the two flank
companies - the lights and grenadiers. Battalion strengths varied greatly with an average of 600 men per
battalion at the start of the campaign. Besides s small siege train, the artillery was equipped with 4
batteries of 6pdrs and 5 batteries of 12pdrs.

Daring this period the British Army was undergoing a period of transition from three to two ranks deep
in line formation; both formations were used in Egypt. With the force was the newly raised 90th Foot, the■
first light infantry regiment in the British Army. The British showed up well, particularly at the Battle
of Alexandria, where the Gloucester Regiment won renown by simultaneously defeating front and rear attacks.

GHIFORMS - The French.

Uniform issue for the Army of Egypt produced many anomalies of dress. Much information is conflicting,
but the changes themselves fell into a discernible order!

1. July 1798 - French troops land in Egypt in European uniforms.
2. August 1798 - lighter uniforms of cotton cloth issued.
5. February 1799 - helmets introduced before expeditions to Syria.
4. August 1799 - multicoloured imiforms issued.

Because of the weight of the regular European uniforms, Bonaparte introduced the new light-weight ones
in which the breeches were replaced by loose trousers, split up to the calf with the gaiters worn inside the
trousers. The greatcoat was white, with cuffs and collar of the regimental colour. The coat remained blue
though the brass buttons were replaced by wooden ones (except for the elite troops).

In effect, the issue proved inadequate to withstand the rigours of the eastern climate, so it was decid
ed to re-equip the army with stronger woollen cloth but because of the shortage of available material, it
was impossible to clothe the army in a uniform colour thus there were multicoloured uniforms. The cut as
well as the colour of the uniforms changed; only the officers wore the long-tailed coat or "habit" as worn
in France while the rest of the infantry wore a form of the "habit-veste", similar to the 1812 version. The



bioorne hat had already been replaced by the leather helmet with a woollen crest in the regimental dolour.
Sources vary as to the actual colours of the uniforms but the table below gives a possible list;

No. of

Demi-Briis:ade

Light Green
Light Green
Sky Blue
Sky Blue
Scarlet

Crimson

Scarlet

Crimson

Brown

Crimson

Brown

Scarlet

Brown

Crimson

Collar

Bark Blue

Crimson

Yellow

Crimson

Green

Blue

Yellow

Blue

Scarlet

Bark Blue

Scarlet

Sky Blue
Scarlet

Blue

Dark Blue

Crimson

Yellow

Crimson

Green

Puce

Yellow

Blue

Golden Yellow

Dark Blue

White

Sky Blue

Yellow

Green

Turnba cks

Dark Blue

Crimson

Yellow

Crimson

Green

Puce

Yellow

Blue

Gtolden Yellow

Dark Blue

White

Sky Blue
Yellow

Green

Piping Helmet Crests

White Green

White Green over White

White Green over Yellow

White Green over Red

White Red

Green Blue

White Black

White Yellow

White Blue over White

Yellow Blue over White

White Yellow over White

White Blue over Red

White Yellow over Red

White Yellow over Blue

N.B. The 52nd, 6lst, 88th are shown wearing coats of violet colour in early sources, and it would seem that
these units wore this colour directly after the issue of the multi-coloured uniforms.

Cavalry: Dragoons wore the same uniform in the East as in Prance, but one unit (Kleber's Dragoons) wore red
instead of the customary green coats. The one regiment of Hussars were equipped with a dark blue dolman and
breeches with a scarlet pelisse. The Chasseurs wore a light green dolman and an apple green pelisse.

Artillery and Engineers; Traditional blue coats with red piping, collar, cuffs and turnbacks.

Needless to say, Bonaparte's new "Egyptian" units were uniformed in a rather bizarre fashion.

French Standards: Each battalion of the demi-brigade was
issued with a standard based on the 1797 pattern authorised
by Bonaparte. On a ten foot pole, the colour itself was a

5*5" square fastened to the staff by gilt studs. The stand
ard was the same for each battalion save for the numbering,
i.e. P Bon - First Battalion; D Bon - Second Battalion; Tme
Bon - Third Battalion. The coloured strip of material to
which the staff was attached was white for the First, red for
the Second and blue for the Third. The standard followed
the pattern shown. Information about Light Infantry stand
ards of this period is slight although it is known that the
Light Infantry hunting horn formed the central device of the
inner square. Even less is known about cavalry standards.

British Uniforms.

As British uniforms are reasonably well covered only brief details will be given. By the time of the
Egyptian campaign, the infantryman was wearing the newly introduced stovepipe shako - officers still retained
the bicorne - as well as the new short-tailed coat which dispensed with lapels. These coats were single
breasted with white lace. Trousers were white with black knee-high gaiters.

Egyptian and Native Armies.

Uniform was basically non-existent though white was the predominant colour, especially for the peasants.
Mamelukes dressed in a variety of gaudy colo\irs; blue, red and green were popular. The fez was usually red.

Both horse and rider were heavily bedecked with jewels and other finery particularly the saddle cloths which
resemble those of mediaeval knights. Large numbers of standards of several types and sizes were carried,
usually a single colour background bearing religious or warlike lettering. Kettle drummers and other music
ians playing reed instruments were common amongst the Arabs especially so in the case of camel-mounted troops,

THE FIGURES

Miniature Figurines market many figures suitable for this period, while other manufacturers either have
a small range or else plan to produce such figures. Of course, it is always possible to convert the ever-
present Airfix.

ixtoix ffliuTflifta

AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS ANYONE?

Throughout the 18th centircy it was the custom to mount pieces of ordnance in mertain British vessels
primarily for use against targets on land, and to call upon the artillery of the Land Forces to man them. The
ships so used were known as Bomb Vessels, Bomb Ketches, or simply H.M.Bombs. They were strongly built craft,
about 70ft long, and of light draught so that they were well fitted for their task of inshore bombardment, and,
although their work may not often be mentioned in the history books it greatly enhanced the impact of the sea
power exerted by the navies behind them. During most of the 18th century their main armament consisted of one
15in and one lOin sea service mortars, while a number of 6pdr guns were also provided for their own immediate
defence. When carronades were introduced at the end of the century, four 68pdr and six ISpdr carronades were
substituted for the 13in mortars, though the mortars seem to have come back into favour again later at the ex
pense of the bigger carronade. It appears that this more extensive armament demanded a bigger vessel, as a
manual of 1828 shows its burthen as 350 tons, and this agrees with the fact that the gun detachments then lived
permanently on board instead of living in some larger escorting ship as was the custom earlier. In 1904, however,
the manning of the bomb vessels was taken over by the newly formed Royal Marine Artillery, and the Royal Artil
lery was no longer called upon to undertake that task. Prom "British Smoothbore Artillery" by Maj-Gen. B.P.

Hughes C.B., C.B.E. (Arms & Armour Press 1969).



LETTERS

"I feel I must reply to Peter Thorn's letter. It is quite obvious that this- knowledgeable gentleman
must have done a considerable amount of research before he put pen to paper.

He claims that Wellington only won battles over "inferior French commanders". I suppose wise Ito.Thorn
must include among these same "inferior commanders" Marshal Massena, whom Wellington met in combat in his
Peninsular Campaign; the same Massena who successfully defended Switzerland against the Austrians and
Russians in 1799, whose defence of Genoa made possible the Austrian defeat at Marengo the following year.

I shall carry on, citing Marshal Marmont, who commanded a Corps at Wagram - he too was beaten by
Wellington; as was Marshal Soult, one of the "1804 Marshals", and as he was unsuccessful against Wellington,
Mr. Thorn classifies him as "inferior". How then did Napoleon allow him to play a major part in the Battle
of Austerlitz, the same Austerlitz which the wise Mr.Thorn describes with the words "the genius of Auster-
litz". Furthermore, it was not the fault of the British that Waterloo was "a damned near-run thing" but as
a result of the actions of some of their allies; the Dutch, whose cavalry failed to move forward with Lord
Uxbridge; and some of the Hanoverians, a regiment of non-K.G.L. Hussars retiring from the field, despite
orders to the contrary. After all, the Duke's Army during the Himdred Days was composed of over 60^ foreign
troops (not including the steadfast K.G.L., whose conduct in this, and other campaigns was excellent).

As for his romanticised claims concerning the heroism of the Imperial Guard at Waterloo, I can think of
several incidents which surpass this action: the Highland Light Infantry at the Battle of Assaye in 1805; the
Essex Regiment in their retreat into Kabul in January 1841; the South Wales Borderers at Isandhlwana in 1879;
and the bravery of Lieuts. Melville and Coghill, of the same Regiment who were overtaken by the Zulus, as they
were trying to save the Queen's Colour on the orders of the battalion's Colonel, throwing the Colour into
Buffalo River before they were savagely killed; the defence of Khartoum, and in recent times, the "last stand"
of "L" battery, R.H.A., at Nery in 1914.

I close this letter strongly advising Mr.Thorn to do a little bit of research before he writes in to your
magazine."

R.H.A.Loweth of Leicester,

—ooOoo—

"If any Wargames Clubs live north of a line from Nottingham across the country to Bala (North Wales)
inclusive and are interested in inter-league games and in joining a Northern Association? If your club has
15 members or more and if you have not already had sent to you an invitation then please come to the Elland
Liberal Club, Elland, Nr. Halifax, Yorks, (m62 motorway exit No.24) at 2 p.m. on the 7th September 1974. An
informal meeting is to be held for the possibilities of forming a Northern relationship between clubs. There
is enough evidence to suggest that this Association will be formed so please come and discuss it with us.
Further details;- J.E.LEIGH, 54 Manchester Road, Clifton, Manchester. Tel, 061-794-4575. S.A.E. please."

—ooGoo—-

"I was delighted to see you had printed the letter sent in by Mr.A.H.S.Cocks of West Wittering, issue
number 148, concerning the deplorable lack of OO/HO scale figures or, as in my case, the paucity of 20mm
metals and plastics suitable for wargaming - particularly in the Napoleonic period - which after all is the
most popular. Please note, I cannot include Hinton Hunt because of his unrealistic price range, and I find
the Airfix range most unsatisfaotory.

Like most wargamers I began with 20mm and was in fact very pleased with that particular scale, but now
I find it increasingly difficult to purchase all I need; I am forced to go hanging around conventions hoping
like a scavenger to pick up the scraps and bits that occasionally turn up, or to wander from one model shop
to another in the hope they may have a few discontinued lines in the 20mm Napoleonic figures range.

As with Mr.Cooks, I feel somewhat bitter that manufacturers have abandoned this scale - if their argu
ment is that they wished to give their customers a wider choice then why wasn't 20mm production included in
that choice?

I read your editorial, and with great respect, may I suggest that it was rather irrelevant. It maybe
alright for you to switch scales - but most wargamers do not receive free samples from the various makers,
and find it annoying (well I do at least) when urged to change to the "new'popular range" of 25mm or the
"exciting new 15mm" at the expense of the 20mm we have already bought. I for one, cannot afford to throw
away money and a great deal of time and effort in order to put more money in their pockets - and please,
plt;je, do not point out that they are not making a profit, no business runs at a loss.

I have the strongest suspicion that the makers of wargames figures have attempted one big con-trick -
insomuch that as the demand for 20mm figures levelled out so their profits did the same; - so what do they
do' Cease manufacture of 20mm and convert to others in what I think is a mercenary attempt to create an un-
needed market from which only they stand to gain. Who the hell decided that 25mm and all the other "hm's"'was
by popular demand anyhow?

Lastly I find it extremely disappointing that you, who has such a great influence upon wargaming opinion,
have not spoken out in defence of the hundreds of enthusiasts who have been left high and dry with collections
of 20mm figures which it is almost impossible to add to. I realise how much you have done for the hobby, but



please try and understand my point of view# If these few words are published in "Letters" it will be inter
esting to see if there is a response just to gauge the strength of opinion on this matter."

G.P.Button of Paignton, Devon,

—-ooOoo---

"I am currently reading your "Advanced Wargames" with great interest, and have been struck by statements
as to the nature of Napoleonic artillery projectileson pages 31-32.

I once worked for a time at the Royal Arsenal, then still at Woolwich, and found in its museum a sample
of every article of store ever turned out^ with explanatory notes! Especially "spherical case-shote", alias
Shrapnel shell.

Putting powder in the voids between the bullets was tried, I believe, by every European army. It did
not work. During transport the shot ground the powder'to meal, which "exploded" so feebly that it usually
failed to burst the case. Sharpnel's shell was cast with a diaphra^, thus:- -fiSs—Pillin hole lu ed
This kept the powder from being mealed, and ensured the shell bursting, within " f 11 ^— ■ ■
the limitations of the fuses of those days. ~—~—^

By the way, I have seen it stated by no less an authority than Jac Weller
that only howitzers threw shrapnel in the field. But I found in Jones's
Peninsular Sieges an unequivocal statement that even six-pounders did so, at
Badajos, I think.

Puse hole.

Also grapeshot. It seems that shot in a fragile tin case and the more elaborate sort with shot in
threes roimd a stem held by plates secured by a screw on the stem were both called "canister" or "case-shot".
"Grape" was just shot in a bag of netting made of tarred string, the resemblance to a bunch of black grapes
was almost startling, and accounted for the name on sight.

Admittedly trivial points, not likely to affect wargames rules, but I thought you might like to know of
them"•

A.H.3.Cocks of West Wittering.

—ooOoo

"I was delighted, to read in your April issue, a "Hint of the Month" device that would make wargames
calculations speedier.

In a tremendous fit of inspiration I decided to construct my own lengthy Wargames Abacus. The result
was a thing of beauty; its beads were coloured red (minus) and blue (plus), and were arranged alternately,
which to my discerning eye seemed most artistic.

"I like your necklace, ducky," growled my caustic opponent, and I gave a Mona Lisa smile in reply, for
upon the first move that it was required my 'abacus' had begun to behave in a strange exciting way. Sight
from the start and against all odds its computations placed me in a position of dominance. I was puzzled
and distressed, however, by the attitude of my adversary. Taking me by the elbow and leading me aside, he
gently pointed out that there was just the faintest possibility that ^ had misiuiderstood your instructions.
Sadly shocked, and with my short forehead puckered in concentration, I later re-read them.

Although my second abacus was not quite so long, nor so aesthetically pleasing as the first, with its
blue (plus) beads clustered at one end, and its red (minus) at the other, its results were just as fruitful.
The only missing element in my triumphant victory was my opponent. For upon tearing my fanatical eyes away
from the table that still bore the traces of the odd, though successful evolutions of my troops, I discovered
he had already left.

A few days later I jumped up and down, scratching my armpits and gibbering in excitement when a long
suffering mathematician friend promised to unlock for me the secrets of the Oriental abacus. He was patient
but unsuccessful. Thus it was that I returned to making fevered pencil calculations on scraps of paper.
With the abandonment of my abacus my friends also began reluctantly to return. I am now as consistently
accurate mathematically as I was before my discovery of the wonderful Wargames Abacus, yet just as consist
ently I continue to lose.

Unknown to my friends, I have just begun devilishly secret solo experiments with a third abacus consist
ing of two rows of beads set in a wooden frame. The top wire contains the blue (plus) beads, and the lower
the red (minus). Starting with all the beads on the left hand side I move the appropriate colours to the
right as each factor occurs, finally subtracting the lesser right hand result from the higher. If the major
ity is blue (plus), the result is also plus; a red (minus) majority is minus. Unfortunately I am getting
the same totals by this method as I would have done by making pencilled calculations on paper. It is obvious
therefore that this abacus must also be terribly wrong as I have not yet beaten mjreelfl

However I continue to wear both of my earlier attempts for luck, and shall feature all three in the next
Brooke Bond P.G. Tips commercial if those men in white coats let me out in time to star on TV. Oo-Be-Doo!!"

J.E.Bennett of Potters Bar.

ooOoo—
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Who are the Rux and can you dodge their flight of javelin torpedoes? Are the Zarks as invincible as they
seem? Can you out-manoeuvre the mighty Kuzi Battle Cruiser? These challenging and provocative questions come
from a hand»out of SKIRMISH WARGAMES describing the game ALIEN SPACE one of the latest Lou Zocchi's games from
America. This new, highly challenging adult science-fiction game gives each player command of a warp-speed
starship, equipped with main and auxiliary engines, blazers, shields, life-support system and it's own unique
weapon, such as the Repazoid's tentacle beam for grappling enemy ships. Special rules allow special weapons
to be kept secret giving the game an authentic feel and excitement. The ALIEN SPACE Battle Manual includes
eight spaceship pieces with their hit record sheets and performance profiles, each ship is represented by a
detailed top-side drawing some three inches long, printed black on red card. The conflict is fought on any
convenient flat surface and, should you plan fleet size engagements or inter-galactic wars, then extra sets of
ships and hit record sheets are available. The Battle Manual costs £1.60p and there are various other kits
for Squadrons, Fleets arid Armadas at differing prices. Also from SKIRMISH WARGAMES (Steve Curtis, The Lazy B,
15 St. Decuman's Road, Vatchet, TA25 OHR, Somerset, England) can be obtained Lou Zocchi's classic boardgame
BATTLE OP BRITAIN. This is a professionally produced game, well established amongst experienced wargamers,
which recreates the epic air battles of 1940. If you are an air war enthusiast then send £3.60p including
postage and packing for a set or £5.40p if you order it with any of their other items.

Prom my old friend Jack Scruby of P.O.Box I658, Cambria, Ca. 93428, America, I have received Volume Two
of THE SOLDIER FACTORY NEWS (l don't ever recall ever seeing Volume One though!). This excellent little book
edited by the man who brought out WARGAMES DIGEST which started so many of us off, describes with illustrations
the fine factory that Jack has established in his new location; it also gives his latest prices and includes a
set of African Colonial wargames rules. This interesting little book can be obtained for 02,00. Prom it I
notice many new items such as some N-gauge figures for the American Revolution designed from those figures
specially made for the diorama of the Battle of Bunker Hill in the Boston Museum of Pine Arts. With the forth
coming bi-oentenary of the American Revolution, Jack is re-designing all his 30mm scale figures for this
period. He is also re-designing the 25mm Napoleonic cavalry range and has added numerous figures to his other
ranges, particularly those in N-gauge (9imii). This range now includes an exciting new section of World War II
North African I94O-I943 figures, including British 8th Army; German Afrika Korps and American infantry plus
numerous vehicles such as German Pz IV and Tiger tanks; British Matilda and Valentine tanks and Atoeriean
Sherman M-4 tank in addition to half-tracks, trucks, jeeps, motorcycles and riders, armoured cars and guns,
including a German 88mm; British 25pdr; American 155nmi; anti-tank guns and infantry mortars. I have samples
of all these before me as I write and, if you are looking for a scale between the very small 5mm and the larger
15mm then Jack's N-gauge might well appeal to you as the figures and vehicles are large enough to be capable of
painting up in some detail. Also getting in the latest groove. Tack is turning out a range of figures for
Tolkien "fantasy wargaming" with figures in scales ranging from 54mm Trolls down to 20mm Hobbits and Goblins
with 40mm Super-Heros and 30mm Elves and Giant Ores competing with Wizards and 25mm Dwarves plus 30mm "man"
scale figures of Viking and Gaul types. If all those descriptions are a bit vague then I apologise because
frankly .I cannot make head or tail of all this fantasy wargaming business! Jack tells me that the tanks and
vehicles were designed by his new co-working, Phil Hauser while he is still doing the soldiers. In his accom
panying letter he mentions that he feels that English wargamers go into wargaming very "heavily" with all the
fantastic rules they keep coming up with - his own game keeps getting simplier and simplier and he is now work
ing on a set of World War II rules that should be at least playable if not realistic down to the last mm a
rifle can fire etc - and that sounds pretty deep too. Jack!

The latest catalogue of 54mm figures from Shamus O.D.Wade of 37 Davis Road, Acton, London W.3., contains
numerous figures, particularly a selection of cowboys, that may well be of great use to wargamers specialising
in individual combats.

Until recently based in London, the OLD GUARD have moved up North and their address from now on will be
New Hope Design, Rothbury, Northumberland. Send a stamped addressed envelope for their latest list. Old Guard
are to be complimented on securing the sole agency for GHQ Micro-Armour that fine 1:285 scale range of un-
painted metal castings of tanks and vehicles of Germany; Italy; United Kingdom; United States; Prance and
Soviet Russia. Ultimately it is their intention to provide soft skinned and support vehicles from all theatres
of operation in World War II so that balanced forces can be built-up. GHQ claim that their models of very high
quality castings have a substantially better detail than others of a comparable scale and for that reason plus
the fact that they are imported, their prices for a pack of five items including V.A.T. is possibly a little
higher. I have seen packages containing Crusader and Pz lib tanks; Daimler armoured car; plus an Opel truck
and three types of gun - 17pdr anti-tank, 5-5 gun Howitzer and 105mm cannon.

Prom an old friend and wargamer of long standing, Gerard de Gre of the Model General Club of America I have
received a beautifully assembled and painted 20mm figure of a Polish winged Hussar 1685 - niOely set out in a
transparent container. This figure, made by Alymer of Spain, is most impressive and I imagine a unit of them
would hardly ever be sent into action in a wargame in case they took casualties or got damaged! Gerard de Gre
and his wargaming associates seem to specialise in these Alymer figures by possessing great armies of them
which look most impressive in photographs they have sent me in the past. I only know of one place in this
Country where they are sold (and quite expensive at that) andina couple of trips to Spain I have never managed
to see any for sale. Their range is so vast and exciting that I wonder whether it might be worthwhile for any
of the English commercial concerns with casting equipment to try and obtain manufacturing rights under licence
in this country.

Everybody knows Ted Suren's "WILLIE" figures and if you are a wargamer of the calibre of Brigadier Peter



Young or you win a football pool then probably you could fight your battles with armies of them - because
they sell at a price commensurate with their unique standards and types. Made in a "large" JOmm scale (that
might well start an argument) the foot figures sell for 40/50p each while cavalry and knights sell from £1.00
to £1.25p. The catalogue is an exciting piece of work, containing details of>artillery gun crews from 1750
to that of the Bengal H rse Artillery of 1845 end an Indian Mountain Gun detachment with mulesj and then there
is a wonderfully coloured set of landsknechts; early Peninsular Napoleonic figures include personalities such
as General Kleber and Abercrombie; Franco-Prussian War; the late 17th Century including Marlborough and
Monmouth; the Crimean and the Sikh Wars; the "Dolly Gray" range of British Victorian Colonial soldiers and
their opponents (an absolute gold mine for Individual wargamers); 1066 period; lyth Century with personality
figures such as Prince Rupert and an 18th Century range of British, French, Prussians, etc., etc., including
personalities such as General Wolfe and Major Rogers and the Duke of Cumberland; a Roman Empire period and
"Harlequinade" which seems to be Eastern pirates and some provocative female figures. There is also an even
more provocative female range of 60mm figures available. If you really feel like investing how about trying
Ted's PAVIA or BATTLE OF THE PYRAMIDS chess sets of beautifully painted figures at £200 each! Just as there
are Rolls Royce cars so there is room in the wargaming world for "Willie" figures!

I have the latest Airfix catalogue in front of me as I write - the eleventh edition at 15p and, v.-ading
through it, I seemed to detect some scheduled items likely to be of the greatest interest to wargamers. These
include new figures in the OO/HO scale of World War II Australians dressed in tropical battle kit wearing the
famous 'slouch hats'; WRAP Personnel, a companion to the R.A.F. personnel set of Second World War American
ground and air crew in a variety of poses. I also understand that several of the existing sets have been re
modelled and are a great improvement. There is also a Waterloo Assault Set which contains the Le Haye Sainte
farmhouse, British artillery, infantry and Eighland infantry and French artillery and infantry plus an
accessory pack containing wagons, barricades, supplies and tools. There is also an exciting looking new 00■HO
French Imperial Guard Grenadiers 1815 box. In the 54mm range it is now possible to obtain an American sold_er
of the American Revolution and George Wasiiington. The OO/HO Armoured Vehicles series now includes the
Sheridan tank, the modern medium-weight American tank used in Vietnam and also the Scorpion Armoured Recon
naissance vehicle - t is fine little vehicle now used by the British Army - optional parts and marking allows
a Hard en-cannon armed version, the Scimitar, to be built. There are doubtless numerous other additions in
the Naval and Aircraft ranges plus some new items in the 1:J2 scale figure, vehicle and buildings range.
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I happened to be in the TRADITION shop the other day when boxes of freshly oast 25mm figures arrived from
the factory. So proud was the energetic youngster unpacking them that, every few seconds, he came dashing
over to press yet another casting into my hands! And they were an impressive collection, adding to the fast-
growing range that are making their mark in the wargaming world. There were four British Colonial Highland
infantry and their foes of the Victorian era - three Zulus, a fine Dervish with sword and round shield, a
kneeling-firing N.Vj. Frontier tribesman plus two of his Afridi friends; four American Civil War foot soldiers,
including a bugler and two officers; and finally a beautiful Samurai. There may vjell have been other goodies
,,hat 1 did not see because the range grows by leaps and bounds.

In keeping with the times, Avalon Hill's latest game is "1776 - The Game of the American Revolutionary
War". It includes two full colour, bound and folded hexagonal maps for the Middle States, New England, South
Central and Deep South areas of America, die-cut card troop counters, a terrain effects chart, tactical cards,
four scenariors and a book of rules giving basic game, optional, advanced and campaign simulation ins true tioriS.
Obtainable at f6.60p from Michael's Models, 646 High Road, North Finchley N12 ONL.

Another boardgame from Simulations Publications U.K., is "OPERATION SEA LION" based on the threatened
invasion of Britain in 194C'. It contains all the usual board cards, etc., etc., and can be obtained at £3«99
unboxed.

A new firm cf 1:72 tank model kits is the Italian firm of E.S.C.I., (available through importers Richard
Kohnstam Limited). Their first four releases are the PzKpfw 111 and the Hanomag Sd Kfz 25I/I and the Pz Kpfw
11 and the "V/espe",

And to all those o^'r^er old mates such as Miniature Figurines; Hinchliffe Models; Warrior; Peter Laing;
Skytrex and all the rest not specifically mentioned in this month's "New Items" feature - I know you are
working like little beavers turning out new items for our gratification and amusement. Just let me know all
about them and I will tell the world!

LOOKING AROUND Continued from Page 29.

Hungarian Landwehr 1914-1918; Standards and Colours of the British Army I66I-I88I; British Military ties with
Germany; Uniforms of the Italian Army plus six-pages of full coloured illustrations of them; The Ten Regiments
of Marines 1739-1748; The Rise and Pall of the Emperor Maximilian of Mexico 1864-1857, The Argentine Army
I8I4-I8I9 plus other articles, book reviews and letters.

THE VEDETTE - Spring 1974. The Journal of the National Capital Military Collectors includes the usual
pithy section by Charles M. Townsend; David Chandler on the Duke of Marlborough; a lengthy section on the
latest model soldiers; The French Foreign Legion in the 19th century; Colour of Horses and an interesting
article on the collecting aspects of wargaming; an article on the execution of Japanese War Criminals;
boardgaming and a feature on diorama and scene building.



BOOK

REVIEWS

details and a grading of every sin^ of
the Prussian Army of the 1760's. To my mind, this period is possibly the most attractive of all for wargaming
purposes and a wargamer could not go far wrong if he displayed great character and strength of mind by re
stricting his collecting to the Seven Years V/ar and fighting battles in that period! To support my recommen
dation of this outstanding book may I quote from a letj;er by Neil Cogswell, that doyen of wargamers in this
period: -

"With impeccable scholarship and his own humane style, the author takes Frederick's army to pieces, shows
how it ticked and then in a brief but detailed review of its campaigns puts it together again and reveals its
achievements. There is discussion of organisation, uniforms and tactics as well as the social side of the
armies life. There are maps of the major actions and a complete list of regiments including the Friekorps and
Garrison troops. Of course at £5.25p it is an expensive book and it is a pity that the publishers have not
given it a better binding - this is a work of reference."

THE ART OF V/ARFARE ON LAND by David Chandler. (12" x 9"; 240 pages; 40 coloured illustrations; 250 black
and white illustrations including maps and diagrams. Hamlyn - £5.95p).

Before one says anything else about this book let everyone acknowledge that, by todays economic staridar's,
it is an Incredible bargain at this price. Written by a man who we all know, a fellow wargamer and a good
fellow to boot, the book, with copious illustrations and diagrams, takes the reader through the history of
warfare from the very earliest times up to the end of World V/ar II. It is divided into ten sections ranging
from classical warfare to the Sgcond World War, each of them ending with a detailed description (with maps,
etc) of.iwo typical battles of the period. Some of them are further profusely illustrated by full page
colour photographs by Philip 0. Steams depicting wargames armies fighting the battles under review. Oddly
enough I did not find that these photographs added to the book although they are undoubtedly of interest. I
think this was because the remainder of the pictures in the book show huge numbers of soldiers engaged in
vast rolling battles and the accompanying text emphasises this point but the photographs show sparse numbers
of men, obviously model soldiers because many of them are still on their bases, posed on those outstanding
terrains made by Peter Gilder. So we have Gettysburg seemingly fought by about JOO men - which, to me, gave
a certain lack of realism to the descriptions. Wargaming is wargaming and military history is military
history, both are inter-related but the former only coincidentally resembles the latter. For a handy source
of reference backed with diagrams of formations arid tactics etc., ensuring that the wargamer will not per
petuate any gross aiiachronisms or errors, this book is a very good buy.

PATTON THE COMMANDER by H.Essame. (sf" x 5i"; 280 pages; 20 photographs; 8 maps. B.T.Batsford - £5.90).

Turing V/orld War Two, British soldiers, cn-.iially hoted American Generals and probably
General George Patton Jr. It goes without saying that the Yankshated Monty with
equal intensity! Pa.tton's un-British attitude, his colourful language and lack
of officer-like dignity together with his outlandish dress and pair of ivory-

handled pistols (which he could use like Wyatt Earp) tended to camouflage his
sterling qualities of being the best Allied armour leader, an amazingly courag
eous man who lived for war, could accepts losses yet cared for his men in a ^
manner unparalleled by most Generals. No commander of World War Two succeeded B
more effectively in impressing his own personality on the officers and men under H
his command so that they achieved a feeling of moral superiority over both the W \
Germans and other Allied armies. This fine book, written by a British infantry ^
brigade commander of the time, pays generous tribute to a man who liked little
about the British and was invariably at odds with the writer's own commander, i^^-. stfl
Field Marshal Montgomery. But, whilst acknowledging his many faults and idio-
syncrasies, the book pays just tribute to a colourful man whose like we shall
not see again and who is worthy to line up with the real "fighting" commanders .-i*.
of history, like Murat, Ney, J.E.B.Stuart, Bedford Forrest and Rommel. A vary
interesting and highly informative book. CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

none more so



LOOKING AROUND

BATTLE. This is a new magazine published monthly by Ian Allan at 40p. Its Editor, Toby Wrigley, is a
wargamer and subscriber to WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER. Very well produced in a glossy format and with excellent
photographic coverage in colour and black-and-white BATTLE presents the story of the armed forces of yester
day and today, keeping the readers informed of the latest developments in the highly sophisticated armoury
of the modern service man. The story of the men who served from ancient times to the present will be des
cribed, together with details of weapons, equipment, traditions and imiforms, etc. Number 1 with a fine
cover picture of a Swingfire anti-tank missile being fired from a PV438, contains articles on the recent war
in Egypt with fine colour photographs; NATO Armour and artillery; The Gurkhas; and articles on
aircraft plus AFV plastic kits and book reviews; Number 2 - illustrated articles on H.M.S. Bristol the latest
Navy missile destroyer; the first tank v tank actions; Policy and Strategy; tanks and anti-tank devices; the
Harrier aircraft; the Army Air Corps; the Assault Rifle; Weapons systems; Number 5 contains beautifully
illustrated articles on the latest ships, weapons and aircraft plus articles on the Jaguar strike aircraft;
NATO Strategy; Warfare in the Arctic; The coming of Armour; American Civil War repeater rifles; The Army Air
Corps; Helicopters plus feook reviews; Number 4 contains all the usual features of the other issues plus
^©11 illustrated articles on Self-Propelled Anti-Aircraft APVs; Indian Ocean, Power-Vacuum or Strategic
Backwater?; U.S. Air Force in Britain; The Army in Ulster; The Galil Israel 5.56mm assault rifle; Sailor
Malan the fighter Ace; The Army Air Corps; plus book reviews, etc.

BATTLEFLEET - Volume 7, No.8. This is the magazine of the Naval Wargames Society and contains articles
on armour-clad ships of the American Civil War; sets of rules for World War I and II; a Napoleonic Naval
Campaign; a review of the game- "Seastrike" and other features.

THE BULLETIN of the British Model Soldier Society - No,3 1974. Getting bigger and bigger each issue,
contains all the usual features on new figures, competitions, etc., plus a fine illustrated section of the
winners of the recent figure competitions, plus articles on the latest 'flats'; Britain's India; The War of
the Revolution; a diorama sequence of the American Revolution plus photographs of Doddington House, home
of the National Model Soldier Collection and numerous articles on the unifonns of various countries and
periods.

EL CONQUISTADOR - May 1974* Largely a board and Diplomacy game magazine but also contains articles on
the latest figures, books, etc., etc., plus articles on Science Fiction and Fantasy wargaming; Morale for
World War II Miniatures; a battle report; the Italian Regia Aeronautics plus some cryptic material on
Diplomacy games.

MANCHESTER AREA WARGAMES SOCIETY Club Magazine - July I974. Contains Part V of the series oh the Zulu
War; a most useful listing of all 1:76 and 1:72 scale World War II vehicles available; notes on all the
latest models, figures, etc., book reviews, etc., etc. As always, a fine effort for a Club magazine.

MILITARY MODELLING - August 1974. Not only does it contain undoubtedly the fullest advertising for our
hobby in existence but also many features of interest and value, fine illustrations and photographs both in
black-and-white and in colour plus illustrated articles on Imperial Regiments in the Zulu War of 1879;
British Army Vehicle Colour Schemes and Markings of World War II; Motor Torpedo Boats with 1:72 scale plans;
wargaming the Battle of Marathon; the M3 Lee medium tank; the French Infantry in 1914, their xmiforms and
weapons; an article on the Press Gang diorama that won the I974 B.M.S.S. Fred Green Trophy: plus reviews of
all the latest books, figures, kits, etc., etc.

SAVAGE AND SOLDIER - June 1974« Doug Johnson, the Editor and originator of this fine little magazine
is going to be in England for a few months and we hope to see him around. The magazine is going to be pro
duced by Ian Cohen, 9797 Litzinger Road, St. Louis, Mo. 63124, U.S.A. An absolute essential to all who
wargame in the Colonial period (and of great interest to those who don't) this contains articles on troops
in the Belgian Congo with the usual excellent bibliography; letters from Colonial wargamers; French Foreign
Legion I9IO-I4; Troops, Natives and Other Thoughts; Rules Review of Colonial rules of the Wargames Research
Group and the Colonial Skirmish Wargames;:.®he .Corps of Guides; a fine Reviewing Stand of books and magazines
plus a lot of information about Colonial flat figures.

SLINGSHOT - July 1974« Official Journal of the Society of Ancients contains all the news about what is
going on in the Ancient wargaming world plus articles on Armies of the Dark Ages; Arthurian Britain; The
Sling as a Weapon; The Ranges and Effects of Missiles; The Cavalry Melee; The Hypaspist - And a Note on
Shields; Landscape in War plus reviews of figures, correspondence and other notes of interest.

SOLDIER - August 1974. With a wonderful front cover picture of that delightful bewhiskered Bugle-Major
who was so delightful at Wembley last year and at the Sounding Retreat ceremony in London this year. Con
tains the usual beautifully illustrated articles .on the Museum of the Gloucestershire Regiment; Return to
Normandy on D-Day; A Visit to East Berlin; some military models plus the usual excellent reviews of military
band L.P's, books, etc.

SWORD AND LANCE - July/August 1974. I did not see volume 1 of this new magazine for military enthusi
asts, edited by A.S.Watson from Darlington in the north of England. It seems to be a sort of "working man's"
Tradition and contains well illustrated articles on converting 54mm Napoleonic lancers; A Simplified monthly
review of the Peninsular War The Retreat to Corunna; a humorous article on World War II soldiering; basic
rules for the American Civil War; Choosing an Ancient Wargames Army; some Wargames Club news; Pistols of the
British Armed Forces; photographic review of the Merseyside Model Soldier Society Spring Exhibition; Making
Soldiers in Plasticine, Clay and Isopon; the early history of the tanks; Helmets and Headdresses through the
Ages; Scottish Regiments in Egypt in 1882; a nostalgia corner plus reviews of books, model soldiers, etc.

TRADITION No. 74. This one contains beautifully Ulustrated articles on Unifonns of the Austro-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 27
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NOTICE BOARD
The 1974 NATIONAL WARGAMES CONVENTION will take place in Nottingham on Satxirday and Sunday, 5th and 6th

October, starting at 9.30 a.m. at the CO-OPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL CENTRE, BROAD STREET, NOTTINGHAM. Wargames will
be played in the following periods: Ancient; l6th Century; American Civil War; Colonial; Western Giui Fight and
Samauri Fighting; Mediaeval; Napoleonic; World War II; Strategy and Tactics and Middle Earth. Tickets and in
formation will be available from the Convention Secretary - Mr.R.P.Butler, I56 Huthwaite Road, Sutton-in-
Ashfield, Notts., NGI7 2GX. Price - 2 day ticket - 50p; 1 day ticket - 50p. Entries are still being accepted
for certain periods. Anyone wishing to compete should contact the Secretary at the above address. ENTRY FEE
- £1.00p; RULES - 50p per period.

ooOoo-—

FOR SALE; Back numbers of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER extending over period late 1972 up to February 1974, 20p
each or 12 for £2.00p (U.S.A./Canada 50c each or 12 for ^5.00 plus JOc Bank Handling charge). All prices in
clude postage. Don Featherstone, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton, SOl 5AD, England. Back numbers of WARGAMER'S
NEWSLETTER from March 1974 can be obtained from TRADITION, 188 Piccadilly, London WiV 9DA, at JOp including
postage.

ooOoo

FOR SALE: 95 back issues "Wargamer's Newsletter" August I965 to June 1973. Offers over £7.50p to P.
Rutland, 238 Trent-Valley Road, Stoke-on-Trent.

-—ooOoo

In Gloucester there is a thriving Wargaming and Modell
ing Society which meets fortnightly on a Thursday. Enquiries at the wargaming department on the first floor
of Fletcher's Sports Shop in the Oxebode. This department stocks most makes of model soldiers and the staff,
enthusiasts themselves, are more than helpful.

ooOoo—-

THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING
BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed to YOU, signed by the author. Send cash with order

to Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton, SOl 5AD. All these publications can also be purchased
at the TRADITION shop in London.

WARGAMES - The original text book of wargaming. £2.20p. (^6.50).
NAVAL WARGAMES - Sea battles with model ships. £2.45p. (^7.00).
AIR WARGAMES - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (^5.00).
ADVANCED WARGAMES - £2.45p. (^7.00^.
WARGAME CAMPAIGNS - £2.45p. (^7.00). (Reprinting October 1974 when it will cost £2.85p (j(8.50)). ^
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - 3000 BC to 1500 AD - £3.00p. (^9.00).
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES Vol.11 - 1420-1783 - £3.20p. (^9.50).
BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £3.10p. ($9.00).
BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAMERS - Fifteen battles, from 43BC to Korea in 1953. £3.20p. (?(9.25).
SOLO V/ARGAMES - The book for the lonely wargamer. £2.60p. (^7.50).
HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS - An essential reference book. 90p. ({^3.00).
MILITARY MODELLING - £2.15p. (^6.25).
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - THE WESTERN DESERT CAMPAIGN. £3.00p. (^8.50).
POITIERS 1356 - (Knights "Battles for Wargamers" series). £1.15p. (^3.50).
AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET! - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (;if5.00).
MACDONALD OF THE 42nd - The story of a Highlander of the Black Watch. £3.35p. (^9.50).
COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901. With descriptive text and 79 maps. £4.25p. (^13.Oo).
CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER. Set during the Zulu War of 1879. £3.75p. ($11.00).
OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS. 1895-1918 by L.Richards. £1.65p. ($5.00).

A Series of Handbooks dealing with wargaming:

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in America) by Tony Bath.
4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.
5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against Natives) by Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for I917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules for early tanks, armoured

cars, etc.,) by Donald Featherstone.
9. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald Featherstone.

25p each (75c) or the set of 9 for £2.00p ($6.00) including postage.

WARGAMBS TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic battlefields. 55p ($2.00).



Ill atHor
METAL MINIATURES

a comprehensive ranqe
mmof 25mm figures.

NEipoleonie
INCLUDING 0FF1CERS,STANDARD BEARERS

DRUMMERS AND BUGLERS FORALLARMS

AND ARTILLERY CREWS

British,French, Prussian, Austrian,Russian,Spanish.

^ * yA I ft

Bugler PrencV^ Hussai^s,

A RANGE OF OTHER FIGURES AVAILABLE

GREEKS-ROMANS-TURKS-GAULS-GOTHS
NORMANS SAVONS-ENGLISH CIVIL WAR.

\nFarrbry 6^p Cd^^\ty I6p

Catalogue 23 Grove Roa4 Lei'gbtdn Buzzard Beds.



'^HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
AXI MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

Our studio is now available to carry out painting and diorama
commissions - Free quotations on request

July 1974 additions to Range

NEW 75mm BRITISH IMAPOLEOIMIC

75/23 British 71st (Highland) Light Infantry Private, standing firing
75/24 British 27th (Inniskilling) Private, standing firing
75/25 British 71st (Highland) Officer in greatcoat
75/26 British 27th (Inniskilling) Officer in greatcoat
75/27 British 71st (Highland) Light Infantry Private, kneeling to

receive cavalry
75/28 British 27th (Inniskilling) Private, kneeling to receive cavalry

NOTE; These are basically three different figures giving six
different models when wearing either the Belgic or the Light
Infantry Shako.

54mm FOOT FIGURES (F)

F35 American Civil War Union Artillery Officer
F36 American Civil War Union Artillery Sergeant
F37 American Civil War Union Artilleryman, sighting gun
F38 American Civil War Union Artilleryman, holding ramrod
F39 American Civil War Union Artilleryman, holding trail handspike
F40 American Civil War Union Artilleryman, with fuse satchel
F41 American Civil War Union Artilleryman, carrying bucket

54mm CAVALRY

C2 British W.W.I mounted artillery Officer, winter clothing - now
released

25mm EQUIPMENT (25)

25/AR English Civil War heavy mortar
25/AT Pack of six powder barrels - 30p
25/AU Pack of five gaxbions - 30p

25mm FRENCH NAPOLEONIC (FN)

FN25 Young Guard Tirailleur, advancing
FN27 Old Guard Chasseur, advancing
FN32 Polish Fusilier, advancing
FN33 Polish Grenadier, advancing
FN34 Polish Officer

FN35 Guard Sapper
FN36 Line Fusilier, firing
FN37 Line Fusilier, marching

25mm FRENCH NAPOLEONiC CAVALRY (FNC)

FNC46 Chasseur a Cheval of the Guard, charging
FNC47 Chasseurs a Cheval of the Guard Officer, charging

American Wargamers and Collectors

The manufacturer of our products is at your service from the capable
hands of Miniature Figurines U.S.A. Inc., 4311 Lemmon Avenue, Dallas,
Texas 75219, U.S.A. To whom all your inquiries should be addressed,
trade inquiries welcomed.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AA/AILABLE 50p FROM YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST OR 60p DIRECT FROM HINCHUFFE MODELS LTD.
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1/1200 Scale Warships
1/1200 SCALE
SHIPS AND ACCESSORIES
Our lists offer the largest selection in the U.K.
From AIRCRAFT CARRIERS to MOTOR TORP
EDO BOATS Spares including BRITISH 15" GUN
TURRETS, LANDING CRAFT, AIRCRAFT. 9"
TRIPLE TURRETS etc. Best Value in Europe,
Boats from 7p. 5p Stamp for full listings. New
items monthly.

E CZu harinco ulm :
E fSPI AU5T£Ri,|T2 iENA i
I  triAU FRIEDLANO Z
I « ^ UCKMUNL ESSLING { M { E
:  VVAGRAM SMOURSK =: ̂  MOSKOVA ^ z

VIENNE BERLINIMAORiO MOSCOU
v.r^v.-.-)

S.E.G.O.M.
of

PARIS

WARGAME FIGURES

5p Stamp for full listings

Model Figures & Hobbies
Lower Balloo Road, Groomsport, Co. Down,

N. Ireland BT19-2LU

CAAOE

IMPERIALI

\  I'EMPEREUB rp,
NAPOLEON
AUIREGlMEMT .y*
nES ORENADIERS

A PICO _

METAL

mm FIGURES BYPETER LAING
Ideal for Wargames + Dioramas (Scale 1:120)

FEUDALS '200" SERIES

F201 Norman infantry with speur
standing

H202 Norman infantry with axe,
marching

F2CI3 Norman archer
F204 Saracen with raised sword
F205 Saracen with spear, marching
F20G Saracen archer
F207 Norman, with raised sword
F208 Norman, resting on shield
F209 Unarmoured Saxon, with

sword, standing
F210 Saracen, with spear, standing
F211 Norman, standing, with shield

and spear vertical.
F212 Unarmoured Saxon, marching.

with spear
F213 Unarmoured Saxon, archer
F214 Unarmoured Saxon with

raised axe
F215 Armoured crossbowman
F216 Unarmoured crossbowman
F217 Armoured Norman spearman,

kneeling
M201 fvlounted Saracen with drawn

sword
M202 Mounted Norman knight.

with lance
M203 Mounted Norman knight,

charging
M204 Mounted armoured Saracen
M205 Mounted Saracen archer,

qaliopinq

P&P extra. Orders up to £1, 12p:

E.C.W. "500 " SERIES

F501 Musketeer in hat. tinng 4p
4p F50? Pikeman in helmet, repellino

cavalry 4p
4p F503 Musketeer in hat, marching 4p
4p F504 Standard bearer, in hat 8p
4p F505 Standing drummer, in hat 4p
4p F506 Standing pikeman. in hat 4p
4p F507 Musketeer in hat, loading 4p
4p F508 PikeiTian in helmet, standing 4p
4p F509 Pikeman in helmet, marching 4p

F510 Officer standing, with partisan 4p
4p F511 Officer with drawn sword 4p
4p F512 Scottish musketeer, firing 4p

F513 "Peasant type" standing'.
4p with cudgel 4p

F514 "Peasant type" marching,
4p with billhook 4p
4p M501 Mounted English/Swedish

trooper. In helmet 8p
4p M502 Mounted cuirassier 8p
4p M5Q3 Mounted English/Swedish
4p trooper in hat. horse trotting 8p

M504 Mounted armoured lancer 8p
4p M505 Mounted trumpeter in helmet 8p

M506 Mounted standard bearer in hat 8p
®P A501 Culverin (3 part kit) 12p

A502 Saker/6 pdr. cannon
®P (4 part kit) 12p

A503 Gunner with handspike 4p
®P A504 Gunner with sponge 4p
°P A505 Gunner with bucket 4p
gp A500 Gunner with portfire 4p
£2. 14p: £3. 16p: £4, 18p. Over £4 Post Free.

ALSO COLONIALS — MARLBURIAN — CRIMEAN — AW.I —
WORLD WAR I — Sending long S.A.E, for list

PETER LAING
11 Bounds Oak Way, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4 0U8

(Tel. 0892-29911)

NEW

navwar ::r
NAVAL WARGAME RULES

for the

IRONCLAD ERA
and AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

1860-1880

NAVAL WARGAMES RULES

NAPOLEONIC (Navwar) WORLD WAR I (Skytrex)

GREEK NAVAL « s ' sop

16 mm Average Dice (2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5) 15p per pair
16 mm Normal Spot Dice 15p per pair
Decimal or Percentage Dice (20 sided) 25p per pair

(+ 5p postage & packing per order)

NAVWAR PRODUCTIONS LTD

4S East; View L

Barnet - Hert;s.

Trade Enquiries Welcome



WALL MODELS LIMITED
Directors: Eric W. Knowles • Ivy B. Knowles

Open to 6 p.m. each evening
Closed all day Thursday

We specialise for wargamers

and military figure collectors

WARGAMING RANGES
25 mm:

15 mm:

5 mm.

MINIATURE FIGURINES,

HINCHLIFFE, GARRISON

MINIATURE FIGURINES

HEROICS, MICRO-TANKS

MILITARY KITS

COLLECTOR RANGES

BANDAI, EIDAI, FUJIMI, HASEGAWA,

ITALAEREI, AND - TAMIYA

1 /35th, 1 /48th, 1 /72nd and 1 /76th scale

also: 1 /1200th WATERLINE SHIPS

75 mm: HINCHLIFFE

54 mm. HINCHLIFFE, LASSET,

PHOENIX, ROSE,

SANDERSON

MAIL ORDER TERMS: UNDER £5 - ADD 20p;

OVER £5 - POST FREE
ALL INQUIRIES

OVERSEAS RATE: WELCOME - BUT
SURFACE MAIL 30% PLEASE ENCLOSE

AIRMAIL 60% S.A.E.

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK, LONDON E12 6PG. Telephone: 472 2508

«11Q MICRO'ARMOUR

UK10

(Churchill III)

G6

(Tiger 1E) R2

(T34/85)

G22

(f>zKpfw IV/F2)

iiii'
G19

(Panther G)

SEND 6 PENCE FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTING

V2I5SCALE micro-armour ®

GHQ put in the details that others leave out OlttI
V!K SCALE micro-armour ®

New Hope Design-Rothbury-Northumberland NE65 7QJ-



PETITE PRECE^lOX
a power tool for the modeller

Diameter:

33 mm

Weight: 160 g

Length:
125 mm

Torque:
105 cmg

Chuck size:
2/10 to
2.5 mm

2 batteries

4.5v. in series

AC/DC Trans

Car battery

THIS PRECISION EXAMPLE OF FRENCH ENGINEERING IS A MUST
The high power 'palm* size drill operates from 2 x 4.5v batteries or any DC source (a mode! train transformer for example) up to 14v,
so is equally suitable for 'field' or workshop use.
Supplied In a strong carrying and storage case, the complete outfit consists of drill with three collets, battery holder, five assorted
drills, seven assorted burrs, three routers, six grinding stones and seven assorted polishing discs and brushes.
The drill may be hand-held for routing, engraving, polishing, cutting and so on, or clamped in the special drill stand - an optional
extra, but for which space is provided in the carrying case - for precision drilling, etc.

PRICES - Complete SUPER-30 kit as Illustrated (less batteries,
30 tools) £12.65 p.p. 27p
Mk. 11 Drill Stand £3.00 p.p. 15p
Drill only £6.05 p.p 22p

NEW I I SUPER-10 Kit in 9i x 2 x 4 in. case with Drill, Battery
holder, 3 collets, 10 tools £9.85 p.p. 22p
Suitable transformer supplied on
request £4.28 Carr. paid
Flexible drive shaft £4.40 p.p. 20p

All above prices include VAT

2. Drill shown in
stand

3. Flexible drive approx. 16 in.
long with collets

4. Complete 30 tool kit m
case showing space for
stand

Sole Distributors:

PRECISION PETITE LTD.
119a High Street, Teddington, Middlesex TW11 8HG

Tel: 01 977 0878
Send SAE for illustrated leaflets and order form



PETER KEMPLAY
Military Miniatures - Paintings - Books - Prints

MAILORDER - DISTRIBUTION - EXPORT

The leading Specialist Distributors of Military Models in the U.K.
Dealers in fine military books, prints paintings and antiques. Com
plete studio service, painted figures, dioramas, chess sets, museum
display service.

11a CASTLEGATE

KIMARESBOROUGH

YORKSHIRE

Tel: 2872

FRAM LING HAM

WOODBRIDGE

SURREY

Tel: FRAM. 723708

SPENCER-SMITH
MINIATURES
25 mm Plastic Wargames Figures -
the really inexpensive way of build*
ing up enormous armies or 'dabbling'
in other periods!

Whilst these figures do not possess
the sharpness of detail achieved with
metal figures they are extremely
cheap and capable of conversion to
many other types. All figures are
sold in bags as follows:-

NAPOLEONIC

Bag of 24 British Lifeguards (trotting)
Bag of 24 Lancers (galloping)
Bag of 24 Hussars (charging)
Bag of 80 Russlans/Prussians/Bavar-

iaris Infantry (mixed)
Bag of 80 French Infantry (3 types
mixed)

Bag of 4 Cannon (2 field & 2 Howitzer)

AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE

(suitable for conversion for Seven
Years' War)
Bag of 24 Field Officers Mounted

Bag of 24 Dragoons (4 off, 20
troopers)

Bag of 80 Infantry (3 mounted off,
6 foot off, 6 drummers, grenadiers
and batt. co. privates)

Bag of 30 Artillerymen and 4 cannon
(2 field and 2 howitzer)

Bag of 4 Cannon (2 field and 2
howitzer)

Bag of 80 Frontiermen and Indians
(3 types of each)

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

Bag of 24 Cavalry (walking) suitable
also as Staff officers

Bag of 80 Infantry (12 off, 6 buglers
plus enlisted men)

Bag of 30 Artillerymen (officers,
buglers and gunners)

MODERN ARMY

Bag of 80 Infantry (assorted officers,
riflemen, mortar gunners, machine
gunners, etc., etc.)

PRICES

Bag of 24 cavalry £1.20

Bag of 80 infantry £1.20
Bag of 30 artillerymen plus
4 guns £1.60

Bag of 4 cannon £1.00
Bag of 30 artillerymen ... 60p

NEW! Now available
- the first of the Spencer-Smith 'Con
noisseur' range. More detail, hard
plastic at slightly higher prices:

Napoleonic
British Line Infantry.
Bag of 18 privates (adv. & firing)
1 officer, 1 sergeant

American War Indep.
Bag of 18 British Inf. (Grenadiers and
light infantry), 2 officers.
Bag of 18 British Infantry and Ameri
can Rangers, 2 officers.

Bag of 18 American Light Infantry (2
types), 2 officers.

Price per bag: 55p.
Other figures in preparation.

'RETREAT FROM CORUNNA'
Beautiful figures by Charles Stadden inspired by the
famous painting by J. P. Beadle. There are six
figures in the set, including one officer and the
ragged uniforms, bandaged wounds etc. bring alive
that famous episode during the Peninsula War. Each
figure is different. unpainted painted
Set of 6 figures: £7.50 £30.00
Individual figures: £1.25 £5.50

MODEL MILITAIRE

NEW! FOR THE FIRST TIME - FLAGS
IN 54min SCALE
Beautifully printed on fine self-adhesive fabric. Two flags per
sheet (Regt. and Union):
MC/1 4th Foot (K.O.) 1815
MC/2 23rd Foot (R. W. Fusil) 1815
Price: 90p per sheet.
Also in 25mm scale - a range of self adhesive flags - save time
and achieve perfect results. 35p per sheet of 12 flags in full
colour.

Napoleonic
RI/1 British 1st Guards, 1st, 4th, 23rd, 30th, 92nd foot.
RI/2 British 2nd Guards, 3rd, 14th, 27th, 40th, 52nd foot.
Rl/10 Prussian Infantry.
R1/14 French Line Infantry.
RI/20 Russian Infantry.

Ancient shield designs (transfers)
MA/1 1st Century Roman (6 designs -25mm/54mm)
MA/2 Classical Greece (all different)
45p per sheet.

STADDEN 54mm FIGURES
Yet more figures from this magnificent range - the largest in
the world. All figures are animated by hand and primed
ready for painting (also available painted):
ENGLISH CIVIL WAR
<EC 1 Prince Rupert <EC 4 Pikeman
KEC 2 Infantry Officer KEC 5 Musketeer
KEC 3 Infantry Drummer
BRITISH NAPOLEONIC
KNB 14 Trooper Light Dragoons, shako, service dress.
KNB 28 Highland Drummer, bonnet, kilt.
KNBS 45 Highland Standard Bearer.
KNB 38 Rifle Brigade Bugler.
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC
KNF 3 Marshal Nay [with musket in uniform worn during

retreat from Moscow).
KNF 14 Infantry Private (Spanish Campaign dress).
PRICES: Unpainted Painted
Foot figures £1.25 £5.50
Standard Bearers £2.50 £7.50

WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP
Accepted as standard works by numerous groups and societies
throughout the world:
RULES
Ancient 90p. 1750-1850 50p. 1925-75 Inf. action 50p.

1925-50 Armour/lnf. 35p
REFERENCE BOOKS
Armies of Macedonian/punlc Wars £1.30
Armies/Enemies of Imp. Rome. £1.75
Warfleets of Antiquity £1.90
Setting up a Wargames Campaign £1.60
AH the above books are extremely detailed and the result of
extensive research.

CATALOGUES
PETER KEMPLAY comprehensive mail order catalogue, over 60
pages, many tllus. listing Stadden figs (30mm, 54mm, 90mm),
Cameron, Lamming, Tradition.Model Mllltaire, Guardhouse,
Hinchliffe kits, numerous books, prints, paints etc. 50d post
free (Overseas: £1 or $2.50 by AIR)
Also separate Lamming list: 15p. Tradition list: 15p

Historex catalogue: 90p Rose catalogue* 75o
TRADE ENQUIRIES FOR: STADDEN, TRADITION LAMMING
MODEL MILITAIRE, W.R.G., GUARDHOUSE, SPENCER-SMITH
MAIL ORDER INSTRUCTIONS

Min. order 50p (overseas £3) except catalogues.
Postage: under £5 - 10% (min. lOp), over £5 - 5% (overseas

at cost)

TRADITION 25mm

WARGAME FIGURES
NEW NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY
British infantry Officer
Highland Officer saluting
French Guard Lancer Trooper
French Elite Hussar Trooper
Scots Grey Trooper
Household Cavalry Trooper
(Horses: Galloping, trotting, standing)
and a reminder of those superb recent releases
in the Ancient Range:

ROMAN CAVALRY
ARCl Heavy Cavalry Charging
ARC2 Medium Cavalry at rest
ARC3 Flavian Horse Archer at rest
ARC4 Late Roman Heavy Cav, at rest
ARCS Late Roman Light Cav. at rest
ARC6 Late Roman Horse Archer firing

GAULS (mounted)
AGC 1 Charging (spired helmet)
AGC 2 Charging (winged helmet)

NAPOLEONIC ARTILLERYMEN
5 figures in each group • Officer, rammer, ball,
match, lever;
French Guard Foot Artillery
French Guard Horse Artillery
Prussian Horse Artillery
Prussian Foot Artillery
Brunswick Foot Artillery
Austrian Foot Artillery
British Foot Artillery
British Horse Artillery

PRICES
Artillerymen: ^VzP
Cavalry: 20p
FULL CATALOGUE of figures covering many
periods: 25p

LAMMING
25mm scale Napoleonic equipment
range
C/9 British 9 pdr cannon 35p
C/10 British 10 pdr cannon 35p
C/11 British ammunition waggon 35p
C/12 British limber 35p
C/13 French 8 pdr cannon 35p
C/14 French 12 pdr cannon 35p
C/15 French caisson 52p
C/16 French Howitzer 35p
C/18 French Limber 23p

... and especially for

WATERLOO bufisi
Waterloo Battle Plans
Easily the most detailed available. Set of 3
maps (each 15in. x 22in.) shows battle stage
by stage in minute detail. £1.50

The Great Cavalry Charges
Paint your own superb battlescene. fine line,
drawing printed on paper suitable for water-
colour. 22in. X 15in. Colouring instr. incl. 90p

Campaign Prints
For colouring - Napoleon, Wellington, Ney,
Blucher (all mounted figures). 35p each or
£1.25 for set of four.

French Imperial Army 1813-1815 (Rtehn)
50pp. illus. card covers. Packed with masses of
reliable uniform detail. Now a standard re
ference work. £1.35

Prints
We stock the full ranges of Hourtoulle, ' Le
Plumet and Knotel prints which deal principally
with Napoleonic subjects and are very high
quality, containing a great deal of rare detail.
Send 15p for full lists.

.  . . although we cater for ail tastes, we do
tend to specialise in Napoleonics. VVhy not
come and see it all at the . .

NORTHERN GARRISON
11a CASTLEGATE,

KNARESBOROUGH

YORKSHIRE
(Open: Wednesday and Saturday 9.0-5.30)
other times by appointment. Open to the trade
at all times.
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LONDON'S LEADING DEALERS IN MILITARIA AND MODEL SOLDIERS

188 PICCADILLY LONDON W1
Telephone 01-734 1352

We are the makers of the world-famous military miniatures by
CHAS. C. STADDEN

Made in 30 mm, 54 mm and 90 mm scales. Available either painted, unpainted or in kit form.
Large selection always in stock at our recently reduced prices.

Most other leading makes of metal and plastic figures also in stock, plus large selection of
'Britains', 'Elastolin' and other rare historical figures.

'Tradition' magazine and various popular titles on military uniforms and other requisites for
the military enthusiast.

British and Foreign militaria for the collector and connoisseur:

Swords, edged weapons, pistols, long arms, headdresses, accoutrements, belt plates, hel
met plates, badges, orders, decorations, drums, uniforms and paintings.

Plus gifts and souvenirs in a military style

When in London a visit to our showrooms is a must. Open six days a week.
Mon., Tues., Wed. and Fri. 9-6
Thursday 9-7
Saturday 9-5

If you are unable to visit us, the following catalogues are available:
Stadden 30 mm master list - 20p
Stadden 54 mm master list - 35p

'Tradition' book of Model Soldiers - £1.65 ^posf free)

SOLE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR

PETER KEMPLAY, FRAMLINGHAM, WOODBRIDGE, SUFFOLK
Tel: Framlingham 723708

Trade enquiries welcome - complete price lists and catalogues available on request.

THE WARGAMES DEPARTMENT

CATERING FOR ALL WARGAMING NEEDS

On 1st March, TRADITION, London's leading dealers in militaria and model soldiers, moved into WARGAMING.
Our staff, wargamers themselves, are always happy to be of assistance.

In addition to the wide range of wargaming items from the leading manufacturers listed below, we also stock many
items from lesser-known ranges, both from home and abroad.

Figures, A.F.V.s and equipment by:

HINCHLIFFE, AIRFIX, FUJIMI, etc.

Rules by:

W.R.G., L.W.S., etc.

Books by:

DON FEATHERSTONE, CHARLES GRANT, TERRY WISE, BRIGADIER PETER YOUNG, ALMARK,
PROFILES, etc.

Accessories and paints etc by:

BELLONA, AIRFK, MERIT, HUMBROL, etc.

iVIAII. ORDERS

We regret we ore unable to accept mail orders for under £3.00

Please add 10% for postage on all mail orders.



Republic F-8AFThunderstreak 1/72 Scale.
TheThunderstreak is an American ^ / |p^ /

It is fitted with SIX F'f^" "^f

tanks and~a choice of USAF
or Luftwaffe markings. ^

i/ The Sam-2 Guideline Missile OO/HO Scale.
^/ The Soviet-designed SA-2 V750VK surface to air missile is one of the most

jAm /^ sophisticated weapons ever invented.
-  Its NATO code-name is 'GuidelinelThis is because it employs an automatic

Airfix-The world's bissest range of construction kits.
For up-to-date news and details of Airfix models get the Airfix Mayflower, Spitfire, Messerschmitt BF109 and R51 Mustang,
magazine, price 18p. Do you belong to the Airfix Modellers' Club? For details
Also available are a set of detailed Airfix Books. These give all write to: Airfix Modellers' Club, 15/17 Long Acre, London
the background Information to such models as the HMSVictory, WC2E9QLI.

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


